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want from Into ?he Wind,
America's leading mail order
kite company. We're known
for our unmatched selection
and fast service, and we
guarantee your satisfaction
with everything you buy.
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57 different models
21 pages of Sport Kites
shown in full color
A11 kites are performance rated.
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Plus Everything for
the Single Line Flier
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Finally, a
complete carbon
framing system
for kiters.
Now, from the manufacturer of
world record-setting arrow shafts,
comes a complete state-of-the-ad
carbon graphite framing system
just for kiters.
Select from Light, Strong, or Pro
Com~etitionmodels in a varietv of

throughout the U.S. and Europe.
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Carbon Strong

Carbon Light

3682 Rennie School Rd, Traverse City, MI 49684 616-943-8864

Introducing agreat new line of
kites from Beman.
The same people that bring you
the highest quality carbon graphite
kite frames now introduce a great
new line of finely crafted stunters.
Exceptional value at a
reasonable cost. Three delta wings
and one diamond kite, all ripstop
polyester, and all
incorporating Beman
carbon spars.

Fantasia
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Now available at fine kite
stores throughout the
U.S. and Europe.
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For Heaven's Sake
state, certainly in your own
country,
Some examples are
famous. In Hawaii, land of
Aloha, there have been at least
three groups who will barely
talk to one another. A festival
starts in date conflict with
another and the letters,
phones and faxes are smoking. In France, nation of beauty and refinement, associations layer themselves on top
1 of one another with casual
Yours truly on the field in Randallstown avoidill g being
disregard for previous estabswallowed by Martin Lester's whale.
lishments. In some cultures,
likeJapan's, disagreements are
hen did it start? When did politics carefully concealed, but we suspect politics
first worm its way into kiting? I don't exists there, too, in kite organizationsas in
remember politics being a big part of the parliaments.
Who knows why we have politics in kitscene back in 1967, when I first became
involved with kiting. But by 1977, it was ing? Kiters do have differences, but also we
detectable. That's when I created Kite Lines have bigge~than average ego investmentsin
out of Bob Ingraham's original publication, what we do. We have more competition
Kite Tales. By then there was a large enough (not only on the sporting side but on the
group of people involved in the enthusi- business side) in what we do. Kiting is absoasm that difference~speciallythe urge to lutely loaded with politics. I wish, fervently,
that it was not. I wish we could bypass polsuppress differences+ame to the surface.
For the first rosy year or two, I persisted itics altogether and just fly kites, for heaven's
in my belief that kitefliers are a special breed sake.
But I have seen so much of politics over
of Wonderful People. I may have clung to
my naive view partly becausethe alternative so long now, that I guess I am habituated to
would be to accept unseemly schism in it. I remember Peter Lynn once saying to me,
what was then (still is) a very small group of with his usual honesty, that he enjoyed kite
people. It seemed uneconomical to split our politics. I puzzled over that confession for a
while. Is it permitted to enjoy kite politics?
meager resources.
Well, older now and wise enough not to Well, it's not illegal and not fatal, it's mostclaim wisdom anymore, I have come to see ly just unattractive, like dirt that gets all
politics as not quite a disease (although it over youngsters in a ballgame. That's what
feels like that sometimes), but just the result politics is for some people, a game, a formsf
of being human. Politics is one of life's play for participant and spectator alike. It is
inevitables. And I think it is actually all the only a problem for those who are caught in
more inevitable with kiters, who are as dis- its web, victimized or ruined. Maybe it's a
parate a bunch of people as you will ever matter of degree. If politics crushes kites
find: all ages, socioeconomiclevels and reli- and kiters, we should be ashamed to enjoy
gions, spread through many countries across it.
\
the globe. We have in common only an
ardor for kites, which (let's face it) does not
exactly bridge every gap.
I have seen patterns of disagreement
erupt all over the field of kiting. You, dear
reader, probably already know exactly what
I'm talking about. You may have politics
growing like an ugly weed in your own
backyard, right?-probably in your own
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P.O. Box 1086, ISLAND HEIGHTS
NEW JERSEY 08732 USA
FAX (908) 506-0388
phone (908) 506-0461
EXCLUSIVE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR
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Have you been looking
forloveinallthe

I

stunt kite & soaring high-flyer
even in m-lightwind,Adjusts

1

Windworks tihetic Kites
1020 Ma~le+on/Boulder.CO
80304

falling in love with your kite easy We've dways felt that kite flying should
be a simple, economical pleasure, and not a matter of high prices and
complicated instructions. So every Trlby kite is designed to assemble quickly
and easily and to perform just as beautifully for a novice as for a seasoned
pro. Trlby Kites also come complete so there are never any difficult decisions
to make about selecting the proper accessories like kite line or handles.
To make sure that you and your Trlby are together for a long time, we make
our kites with the very finest materials, using the most innovative
manufacturing techniques, Most importantly, we back up our durability and
quality claims with guarantees that are unparalleled - take the Trlby Duraply
Stunt Kite's lifetime puarantee for instance!
Your quest for the best ends right here. Trlby Kites' quality, value and
guarantees are unmatched by any other kite in the world - so stop
searching and start falling in love!

Trlby Kites. Love At First Flight.

MADE IN U.S.A.

@ 1993 Trlby Products Inc.

65 New Litchfield Street
Torrington, CT 06790
(800)3k?-7529Fax (203)496-0267
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Coast Kites

Retail Farnib

Presents
3.k

THE RIPPER
42Wingspan
Ripstop Nylon Sail, Fiberglass,
Stand-Offs, Ready-to-Fly.
Sold as Single, 3 Pack, & 6-Pack.
IT REALLY RIPS!!
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Last kite bonk
.-.
read: Wil-Benr's Kite Book,
by Wayne Hosking
Favorite flying spot:
Jockey's Ridge State Park,
Nags Head, NC
Latest promotional effort:
Joint promotion with the
NC Zoological I'ark. KHK
provided kitemaking workshop and demo. Zoo provided publicity and volunteers. A blg success!
Specialty of the store:
Selection (we have everything) and what's new (we
carry what we think are the
-

.ore:Kitty Hawk Kites
3941 S. Croatan Highway
Nags Head, NC 27959
Tel: 919144 1-4124
Fax: 9191441.7597
Floor space: 5,000 square feet
Hours: 9:00-6:00 winter,
8:00-1030 summer
Other stores in: Norfolk, VA;
Duck, Corolla and Avon, NC
Years in business: 20
Years profitable: 17
Years carried Kite Lines: 16
Owner:John M. Harris
Age: 45
1,avoritef d ;lngt>ltoad ~ a h c
last hook read: Lr~r~lrr\lri/~
I,
. r r r . \IT. I)!,

\1dx

Dc.Prts~a

DUt'sn't }QUr store Carry Kite Lim?To learn all the
bentfits of doing it, write for r~?;lilersinformation
pacjiage Kiteffm, P.O. Box 466, Randallstown, MD
21 133-0466.Or tekphonc us at 410/922-1212.
Or fax us a t 4101922-4262.
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Most importan
advice ever received:
Get organized.
Nicest sale ever made: Sold
many kites for decorating a
Ronald McDonald House.
Best fringe benefit of the
store: People! Our customers are adventurous, lifeloving people who have
interesting backgrounds.
There is nothing more
rewarding than to see them
walk back in with a big grin
on their faces after flying a
kite you recommended.
Favorite issue of Klte Lines:
Spring 1979, the one with
the article "Ninrana in Nags
H~.dd."

Squadron K i t e s

Unique model kites of famous aircraft
And.
C o m i n g Soon
The RAINBOW HP.

*

..

WE ALSO SELL
Diamond Kites, Paper Kites,
Premium Kites, Tiger Squadron
Gliders and Accessories

Coast K i t e s
15953 Minnesota Avenue
Paramount, CA 90723
TO ORDER:
1-800-735-4837
3 10-634-3630
Fax: 310-634-5425

I

I
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Kiters' Traits Revisited
One trait [of kitefliers] which I would like
to add to your list (Letter from the
Publisher, Spring 1993 Kite Lines), is what I
call creative determination. This can be in
the form of either mechanical or graphic
expression. Determination to go against
and beyond the normal. When people tell
you that it cannot be done, you go out
and prove them wrong. (I wonder why
Peter Lynn springs to my mind when I say
this!) Determination to finish something
started a long time ago. Determination to
start all over again if things didn't work
out as we had hoped they would.
Perhaps this is because we are unique
in that our world always hangs by a
thread!
-1qbal Husain
Castelrotto, Switzerland
Some of the kiters' traits? Well, you may
have overlooked one that is understandably hard to catch hold of in words: a love
of seeing a part of one's self flying out
there, free in the sky.
-Tal Streetn
Verbank, New York
Regarding the editorial in the Spring 1993
issue of Kite Lines, I have three more
words to add to your list: Inventiveness,
Motivation, Inspiration. -David Webster
General Secretary, Wessex Kite Group
Southampton, England

Pin Pandemonium
Great issue! Loved the travelling tips!
Loved the reviews! Loved it all!
The Stunt Kite Evaluator patch is a
great idea. How about a pin for contributing editors: those who have had a story or
photograph published in your magazine?
No, wait! How about a Kite Lines
Advertiser Pin? A trinket for your loyal
supporters.
No, wait! How about a series of pins for
your long-term subscribers? One each for
three years, four years, five years, etc.
No, wait! How about a pin for just really long-term subscribers: more than five
years?
No, wait! How about a pin for writers
of more than two bad kite books? (lots of
those folks!)
No, wait! How about a pin for Kite
Continued on page 13 . . .
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Hiting Excitement

"4'd/'en~e

11100th of a sec. heart throb excitement!
UNLIMITED RACE LAYOUTS
You start and stop the stopwatch with your kite line action.
r.'.'
............................................................
Your kite races G to 8 feet beyond the 7 foot tall pivotal .. .. '
pole (bungee cord reset), timing gates and race course :'
pylons.
Race flags rotate signaling pylon and timing gate
clearance. Stopwatch action fires the signal gun!
170 ft. of cable inter-connects Timing Gates with the
CATS Stopwatch and Audible Signal Gun.
You can enjoy multiple race laps
CATS TlME TRIALS SYSTEM
pivoting the timing gate as your turna-round pylon from the reversed
direction of flight!
Feet Between Gates = F ~ .
Hone your skills to f u m e prize
Racelime in Seconds
x 3%00s e ~ . = ft. perhour + 5,280 k.per mile = MpH
winning times on progressively
Horizontal 8 with
challenging
race courses
with your
own CATS
TIMING
CATS TIMING GATE
GATE.
The CATS Kite Racing System frees you to enjoy kite racing unassisted. The CATS stopwatch
Judge stands beside you displaying your 11100 of a sec. accurate race times. Just fly your kite to its zenith
point, then push the CATS reset button for your next race. You'll enjoy instant race resets while in flight.

The CATS System offers you:
FREE CATS SYSTEM usage for Your AKA and Charity Fund Raising Events!
A direct Kite line to the 11100 of a sec. accurate CATS Judge!
Kiting Excitement followed by Spectator, Media and SponsorshipSupport.

U s e CATS to:

REQUIRES ONLY ONE CATS TIM116 GATE

Excite your audience Dog Fighting Kites with CATS.
Promote Fastest Kite Time Trials.
Promote Kite Racing events for Charity.
Attract contestants at all skill levels with race course aerobatic patterns.
Attract beginners and spectator participation with simple straight course layout.
Profit like BASS Fihing Tournaments with entry fees, PLUS re-entry fees as
cornpetiton vie for a wind advantage!

Salo-Flying Two Kites
or as Teammares in
Timed Competition

Introductory Offer :

.'

CATS TIMING GATES

$49.95 Sug. List (includer: Timing Gntr,
170ft.ccablr and win&, Stopwatch and audibk roundalum gun,
Y-intmonnatandrtandplm Battrrics)

Win a FREE $24.95 Pylon. Just RACE to YOUR KITE DEALER and be the lst, 2nd, or 3rd
customer to purchase a CATS TIME TRIALS SYSTEM! If you can't purchase locally, then call Funtactic
Game's 24 hour automatic order phone 918-494-2772. Add applicable sales tax. Payment Method:
VISA, Mastercard, Check, Money Order or C.O.D. We'll ship your order within 10 days.

TIME TRIALS END GATE
$39.95 S~gg.List (includes: Timing Gatr, 170fr..ebb

Dealer inquiries invited. Please Write, Fax 918-494-2772 or Tel. 918-744-0393.
Arlen Lowrance at: Funtactic Games, Inc., 6921 S. Gary, Tulsa, OK 74136-4517

PYLONS

International Dealers: Canada: Kites & Puppets Only Granville Island Vancouver B.C.. 1taly:Alivola Sport Kites Tel & Fax 0765-29559.
UnitedKingdom: Kite Company Tel 0) 225 466661 6ath. Air FX Teld253 305606 Blackpool Lanc's. ~olland:\jiie~erOp Tei 070385.85.86. Germany: Flic Flac ielOi41R7788 woikenst;rmer kamburg Tel040i454971. ,/&an: ~ i p p o nSanso Corp., ~bkohama045
t
San Diego Hi-line Kites Berkeley. UP Spolts Int. Santa
573) 0120. Austra1ia:~ictoria'~el(03) 525 6500. U.S. ~ealers':CA:Ali ~ L o uKites
Lonlca. FL: Krazy Kites, Orlando; Skytime Kites, i t . Cloud; H1:Kite Fantasy. ~onoluiu& ~ahaina;Hi ~erforman~e
~ites:Honolulu. 1l:ihe Kite
Harbor Chicago. M1:Grand Bay K~teCo., Traverse City. Kites & Fun Things Plymouth. NC:Kitty Hawk Kites Kill Oevel HlII. NE:Picture P r e y
Kites dmaha. NJ:Air Circus Ocean City. 0H:Flags 8 ~ i t e sDayton.
,
PA: ~ i i e &
s Kandies Morr~svilis.SC:~ies Fly'n Hi Charleston. UT:Torl
~ a k oSalt
' Lake City. NY: Big'city Kite Co., New York NY. Ski Attic & Sport Shop, ~atchobue.MD:The Kite Loft, Ocean 'City; Premier Kites,
L~U&I. WA: Four Winds Kite Shop, Blaine; Kites & pbppdts, Everett.

$3.50 postage and handling. Add applicable sdes tax.

and Winder, Y i n t m n n t a to Starting Gatr, Stopwatch, andAudible
Signal Gun)

$24.95 Sugg. List

(includes:P'lon

Clearance S i g ~ i i n g~ z c Fr ~ F )

TeI & Fax 918-494-2772 ORDERS ONLY.
For info call 918-744-0393.

rn

Patent Numben. 5.012.458:5.016.117: 5,068,637:5,094,461 Mdlional Pstentp Pending u.S. & Forelon
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Lines Bookstore junkies: customers with
more than 20 books from your stock?
No, wait! How about the longest-awaited pin?
The possibilities!
The economics!
The chances to establish legends!
-David Bogie
Boise, Idaho
Wow!-great ideas from the pin expert. Wish
we could do 'em all, but we're STILL just
planning our pin (LongestAwaited it may be).

More on Moulton
On Kites: A Practical Handbook by Ron
Moulton and Pat Lloyd (reviewed in the
Winter 1992-93Kite Lines):
This book contains a lot of information, somewhat garbled and occasionally
contradictory. It is claimed that restriction
of casual flylng to a height of 60 meters
(197 feet) has not seriously affected British
kiting. Among other things, it may have
added to the importance of decoration
and to the willingness to fly on more than
one line.
Perhaps it makes plausible the misperception that an airplane kite trimmed to
glide away from the reel will not fly well
except in near-zero wind. In fact, less incidence difference between wing and
tailplane is needed as a kite than as a stable tail-first glider. My kites tend to be
rather heavy so that they can be rapidly
lofted to where sustaining wind and/or
serious thermals may be encountered. An
elastic bridle allows the kite to be flown in
wind up to 20 mph on a line light enough
to have sinking speed considerable less
than that of the kite. -William R. B i s e
Germantown, Maryland

Top of ,,,
Sportk

Kite Repairs-Here!

-

I read the light of the poor fellow in
Stamford, Connecticut (Letters, Spring
1993 Kite Lines). We repair, resew, respar
(anything on the market), stretch, tuck,
etc. We rebridle and retune; it may even
fly better than new! Don't let the folks
throw 'em away!
-Jerry &Be@ Collins
I.C. Kites
197 Peterson Road (Rt. 137)
Libertyville, Illinois 60048
708/816-9990
Continued on page 15 . . .
L

3. NECPSSARY 2-l6mph
4. GOTTA HAVE Soul
CARRINGTON NOVARE

I
I

Air Circus. Box 114. West Shore Road. Mill Neck. NY 11765
F a x : 5 1 6 922-6385

1
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lies effortlessly in a

FL0
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wider range of wind
than other parafoils.
Made of strong
314 oz, spinnaker
ripstop nylon
with quality U.S.A.
workmanship.
Over 10 carefully
coordinated color
combinations available.
So the next time you're
ready to buy a parafoil,
ask for it by name,
or give us a call.

AIR
AMAIRS
ING
107 Chelsea Road
Hatboro, PA 19040
215-672-1470

Nags Head, North Carolina
invites you t o the
6th annual

Outer Banks
Stunt Kite
Competition &
Power Kite
Challenge
October 9-10,1993
Eastern League Points
call for free catalog

FLIPF L O P
'Ihis4'Rokkahpltsa
new twist on maneuverable
kites. By manipulating the
flying line, you enable
the kite to exchange
bottom for top.
Haadgafted in
fiberglass for years
of flying fun!
Wx46"
A fast and maneuverable

your flying skills.
A great fighter value!
26"x22"

FIGHTER
Carlisle
Kiteworks
809 Factory St., Carlisle, PA 17013
WholesaleRetail
7 17-243-7913
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LETTERS . . . Continued mrn page 13

If your kite breaks on Pismo Beach . . .
-D.J. and David Fahlenkamp
Ocean Kite Works
325 Pier Avenue
Ocean, California
805/489-9164
Mail your repair jobs to us . . .
-Nevada Kite & Ski
947 North Pecos Road
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
702/642 0254
I have fixed just about everything

...

-Kevin Bayless
Wakeless Kites
8401 Fullbright Avenue
Canoga Park, California 91306
818/998-0426
We do repairs, sew-ups, & tune-ups . . .
-Dodd Gross
D.J. Sport Kites
2873 East Prospect Road
York, Pennsylvania 17402
717/840-0308
I repair kites

...

-Dave Young
Forever Young Kites
173 Trolley Crossing Lane
Middletom, Connecticut 06457
203/635-7545

toysbelladonnabooksbo
erangsboxescondorkites
tasfacetsfighterkitesflyi

ccessoriesgriffinhighper
manceedgejackitekitema
artinlesterparafoilspara

xpeterlynnpinsprofwaldo

uicksilverrevolutionshan
neproductsskydelightsl
dsspeedwingsquadrontopof

Corrections & Clarifications
In our Winter 1992-93 issue, we listed the
fighter kite from Fighter Kites Australia
(Peter Lloyd) at $28, its price in Australia.
In the U.S. it would be about $10 more.
Ed and Bonnie Wright of Clayton, California, were incorrectly attributed as makers of the Largest Windsock (in our Winter
1992-93 issue) and the 126-foot-diameter
Bol (in our Spring 1993 issue). Both of
these kites were made for Bob Anderson
of Concord, California by the indefatigable crew at Greens of Burnley in England.
Kite Lines apologizes for the errors.

Write us a letter! Anything you write to
Kite Lines may be considered for publication, so please mark it "not for publication" if you want no doubt to be left
about it. Address to: Kite Lines, P.O. Box
466, Randallstown, MD 21133-0466, USA.
Or fax us at 410-922-4262.
SUMMER-FALL 1993 / KITE LINES 1 15

BIG WINGS SeriesTM
Kite Bags

WIDEST RANGE OF
QUALITY BAGS AT
ALL BAGS ARE 100%
NYLON CORDURAm

"WE COVER THEMAND CARRY THEM"
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CALL FOR BROCHURE &
LIST OF LOCAL DEALERS

WHAT'S NSW: KITES

By Me1 Govig, Valerie Govig and A. Pete Ianuzzi

The H o m e t by Merlin Kites
Merlin Kites (Martyn Lawrence of Wales)
makes two kites of similar strudure, a Hornet
and a Bug. We tested just the smaller of
them, the Hornet, hoping it would live up
to Merlin's good reputation for fighter kites.
At 30" x 3 0 , this is large for a one-line
maneuverable kite. (The Bug is 40" x 40", a
real handful to maneuver, we would think.)
We tested the Hornet first at Cape May,
New Jersey, where the winds were 12 to 15
mph, gusting to 20. The Hornet flew like a
Korean or a small rectangular Japanese kite,
which it resembles in planform. Despite our
high winds, the kite flew and maneuvered
easily. Only five or six feet of line release was
necessary for it to make right angle turns.
With release of eight
- or nine feet, the kite
easily recovered from a dive.
Back in Baltimore, we took the Hornet
out in our typical light winds. To keep the
kite aloft takes at least 4 mph plus arm work.
Above 5 mph, the Hornet climbs and parks,
although it will maneuver if you yank the
line or fly it high and release it. Once in
motion, the kite is very responsive to armlength amounts of change in the flying line.
The kite's instructions tell you, in detail,
how to adiust the bowing and bridling and
how to fli an active fighter kite. The information is very good, almost worth the price
of admission by itself.
Like all Merlin kites, the Hornet is very
precisely and sturdily constructed. The
assembly techniques are novel, allowing for
breakdown to 2' x 2", bag included. If you
like Korean kites, you will like this variant.
If Korean kites frighten you, get acquainted
with the species through the friendly Hornet.

-

The 2nd Wind by
WindWorks Kinetic Kites
When we first saw the 2nd Wind, we were
caught by its similarity to stunt kites, with
the cross spar in front of the sail. On closer
inspemon, we found even more innovations.
One is the keel trim rings, which can be
moved to increase tension on either side of
the kite. There is a keel that can be adjusted
to three different depths, from 1"to 4". The
kite will accept tails at both wingtips, at the
central tail point, or none at all.
Flown with no keel, at the standard bridle connection, the 2nd Wind is a respect-

able one-linemaneuverable kite. It responds
quickly, but don't expect it to set any speed
records across the sky.
Now for the variations. We were provided with two silvery Windstar spinners (more
interestingin the air than we expected), also
made by WindWorks Kinetic Kites, to use as
tails. Flying the kite without keel and with
two Windstar spinners, we had trouble. We
believe our spinners were not identical; for
whatever reason, they tipped the kite to one
side. A single spinner turned the otherwise
active maneuverable kite into a tame diamond. We liked the kite best flown without
tails and set with a full 4" keel. Then it was a
remarkably stable, very high-angle flier.
All in all, this kite is an exciting new
approach
to single-linekiteflying.
-Side story: wereturned our first sample to
the factory because it was so poorly sewn
that it developed a hole in one wing on its
first day out. When we called the manufacturer, he admitted the problem and traced it
back to a
batch by a particular
worker. Our kite was replaced, and we were
told that a fadory recall was in effect for this
batch of kites. (This is the first factory recall
we've heard about in the kite business.)
Anyone who received a 2nd Wind kite from
the "bad batch" is asked to return it for a
good model or a refund. It would be worth
the trouble to get a replacement because
the good kites are definitely good.

\
L

n top:
the Hornet
by Merlin
Kites, the
2nd Wind
by WindWorks
Kinetic
Kites, the
Whale and
the Hawk
by Martin
Lester.

Marfin Lester's
m a l e and Hawk
It must be tough being Martin Lester. He has
had such success with his Shark, Icarus,
Space Shuttle, Legs and other inventive
kites-what can he do for an encore?
These two new kites are what he's doing
this year. And if they are not quite an
overnight sensation, since both of them
echo Martin Lester forms we've seen before,
they are still good fliers of original design.
The Whale is actually a Jim Rowlands creation (see Whafs New:Books, page 22) that
Lester licenses. The kite seems inspired by the
Legs model (which in turn traces its heritage
back to the Flow Form and parafoil) and it
certainly evokes comparison to Legs. Our
opinion is that the Whale flies just a little bit
better. Pete Ianuzzi claims that it is a more
aerodynamic form. And it's certainly fun

to watch as it swims in the sky, playfully wiggling its fins. We were impressed that its
wide tail section did not twist enough to distort the kite overall or cause it to veer. The
Whale is a steady flier. It comes with three
colorful fish "line art" pieces that we found
unnecessary and did not use.
In fact, the kite already flies at a low
angle. It needs a steady breeze of at least 5
mph and it will drop quickly at any lull. We
adjusted the tow point slightly to the fore
and improved the angle, but not by much.
Added points in favor of the Whale: It is
boneless except for one small rod that shapes
SUMMER-FALL 1993 1 KITE LINES 1 1/
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DATA CHART
Dimensions Weight
Major
Porta(inches) (ounces) Components bility

1

Name and Shape of Kite

Retail
Price

1

Martin Lester Whale

$190

30 x 80

8.5

E

0 min.

VG

/

~ e r l i n~ i t e Hornet
s

$45

30 x 30

2.75 fiberglass, ripstop, E

3 min.

VG

up

-

ripstop

Assembly Dura- Wind
Time
bility Range

Ease of
Launch

Skill
Level

5-10

G

1

5-15

VG

S

1

NOTE: Retail price (US dollars) is "advertised" or "suggested." Wind range (mph) covers minimum and maximum speeds deemed suitable by our
evaluators. Skill levels: N-Novice, I-Intermediate, S-Skilled. Other ratings: P-Poor, F-Fair, G-Good, VG-Very Good, E-Excellent. Dimensions are
in the following order: width x height. Measurements and (usually) drawings are made with the kite standing on the floor facing the viewer.

the tail, and it packs down easily into its
pouch, making it a good traveler.
For that other audience that wants
"angle, man, angle1'--another Martin Lester
kite is made, the Hawk. We saw its prototype
last October, but the finished kite was even
better than what we remembered. This is
one of the few kites that seems to have
everything right. It is easy to launch, and in
lulls it floats for a long time before giving up,
then rises quickly at a whiff of wind.
The Hawk's structure seems similar to
the Brazilian papagaio, but it does not
maneuver as thepapagaio does, and it has a

unique adjustable dihedral feature that
allows you to set the spreader at various
positions along the wing spars to extend
the kite's wind range.
During flight, the trailing edges of the
wings flutter and give the otherwise stable
kite a lively appearance. Pete Ianuzzi's theory is that flutters like this (as in Pete's own
Featherlight kite or the tufts on the outriggers of a centipede) help absorb Von Karman
vortex effects.
We noticed that the wing edges were
unhemmed, a seeming lapse in quality,
since raw ripstop after many hours of flight

lk The Frustrationless ~lyer""is
a breez

from making to flying!
festivals, recreation for kids o
lk Made of Tyvekm,a non-tearing

waterproof plastic paper.

lk Packages include everything

needed to build 1, 10, or 20
guaranteed Frustrationless Flyers
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tends to fray. But this fabric seemed especially rugged, while being at once soft and
crisp. Perhaps the maker knows something
we don't know. Except for the edges, the kite
was superbly crafted, not a stitch out of
place, even on the beautifully curved seams.
Subtly effective, too, are the three colors (in
our sample, red, orange and yellow) achieved
by layering two colors to produce a third.
Well thought out in every detail, down to
its packability, the Hawk is a pleasure even
to put away-but you'll be slow to do that
unless it's raining. Pete simply calls the
Hawk: "A very satisfactory kite."
0

DEERFIELD VALLEY WOODWORKING
P.O. Box 274
Rowe, Mass. 01367
41 3-339-4446

A 'Variations' Delta

1nkdible

0

Beats its wings

* Soars across the wind

v-

(519)775-2527 Fax:(5 19)775-0099

Truly depicts a bird in flight
.a

*

-

Constructed of durable TyveP

Wingspan 5 feet
Full color
Impressive attention to detail

Water and tear resistant
Fun to assemble
Unassembled is die-cut

Wingspan 44 inches
Graphics depict osprey
Decoys in live osprey

\MA

'w

* 28 inch wingspan

Detail graphics depict each bird
2 pieces to assemble

Punch out and glue together
Fly as a kitehindsock

* Display as a mobile
Call or write for free literature

hibiL4

Satisfaction guaranteed
What? Create-A-Bird"?
* Manv have asked if we have a certain bird,
so, we provide a sheet of white tyvek already
die-cut. You paint or draw your special kite!
Then glue the two pieces together.
* 28 inch wingspan
Cardinal Kit
Cardinal Assembled

For catalog send $1to

JOE VAUGHAN
P.O. Box 276
Mifflinville, PA 18631

Phone or Fax:
(717) 759-3167

I

* Made in the U.S.A.
People will insist you
have a bird tied to a string

7.95
9.95

Osprey Kit
Osprey Assembled

Blue Jay Kit
Blue Jay Assembled

7.95
9.95

Eagle Kit
Eagle Assembled

49.95
59.95

Create-A-Bird" Kit
(All sold unassembled)

6.95

Fiberglass pole (13')
Fiberglass pole (16'6)

19.95
24.95

.

'

$19.95
Bamboo Pole (14' 3 )
3-in-one Pack Kit
3-in-one Pack Assembled
24.95
Bamboo pole (16' 3")
Shipping $4.00 AKA Member Discount 10%

$ 19.95
29.95

8.50

9.99

Dealer lnauiries Welcome

Jackite, hc. 2868 West Landing Road Virginia Beach, Virginia 23456
(804) 426-5359 (Fax) 426-7190

I
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Ah, So! The Ohashi Magic Balancer
-

By Eiji Ohashi

1I

I

II

1 1\
1I

m
ave you ever seen a kite fly from a single
bridle point: the center of the leading
edge of the kite? I suppose. . .
. . .some cellular or cubic kites . . . yes . . .

H

but an Edo kite . . . no . . . a diamond kite
. . no . . . a rokkaku . . . no.

.

When I experimented with a single bridle point on a flat kite, I made an interesting discovery. Usually, the higher the bridle
point, the longer or heavier the tail must be.
And when the bridle point is at the nose of
the kite, the tail is so long or heavy that the
kite will not fly at all.
Finally, I figured out how to make a new
20 / KITE LINES / SUMMER-FALL 1993

effective tail that is not so long, not so
heavy. I named it "Magic Balancer."
In the circus, a tightrope walker often
carries a long bar or pole to help maintain
balance. My Magic Balancer serves the same
function as the rope walker's balancer.
It is made of a long fiberglass pole with
a panel of fabric attached to each end. The

jinK#;l

I/

1/ :\ - 1 1

UJ-JWHu1
1

I

'I/

I

scraps stitched
together with
spaces between
them.
I have found
that a large single piece of
cloth-like
a
flag-makes
slow, big waves
when hung in
t h e a i r ~ ~ m
vides some stability to a kite,

The panels of
my Magic Balancer, however, produce many
small frequent waves, which are very good
for stability.
The panels of the Magic Balancer are
located in smooth-flowingair, outside the
turbulence created by the kite. This gives the
Balancer a stronger stabilizing effect.
The result is that almost any kite (framed
kites, of course, not parafoils and the like)
can be flown from a single bridle point
when it is equipped with a Magic Balancer.
The pull of a kite is reduced significantly--as much as 80 or 90 percent-when it
is flown from a single bridle point at the
very nose. In other words, we can fly eight
kites in train and they will pull only as

1

much as one kite flown in the standard
manner. Of course, this way we don't need
such strong, thick flying line either.
We can-fly kites -with Magic Balancers
in making an Ohashi Arch Train.* Also,
because the Magic Balancer kites fly nearly

horizontally, the spectators can get a better
view of the kites.
Often in a kite train, the kites are
attached securely to the flying line. They
cannot be separated easily. However, in my
new kite train, the kites are easily added or

removed. A small loop is tied
into the flying line at regular intervals and each kite is attached to a
loop using a standard snap or swivel (
some other device to your liking.
In strong winds, we fly few kites ill
train; in medium
1 winds, more kites;
and in light winds,
even more kites.
Magic Balancer
kites don't fly as
well in light
winds, so you may
tie on a second bridle point or a lower bridle point. In a kite
train, it is better that the top kite has either
two points or the lower point, as shown.

*See "Ohashi's Arch Trains" by J. Van Gilder and
E. Ohashi, Kite Lines, Summer 1989, pp 25-27.

In February, 1993, I went to a kite event
in Geraldton, Australia, near Perth. There
Shakib Gunn from Singapore saw my new
kite and named it the Ohashi Washing Line
Kite because it looks like I am hanging my
laundry on the line.
However, the cloth panels do not have to
be made only from scraps. Indeed, you can
use ready-made national flags. Then, per9
haps, no one would call it laundry.
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tion on drogues is perhaps the largest in
print and contains an intriguing explanation
of line length for drogues. Pages 90-91 detail
how to fold a soft kite and how to loop the
"rigging lines" (the classic crochet chain
we've learned from Japan) to prevent their
tanghg. The photographs on page 91 go far
to help explain this process.
My friend Pete Ianuzzi says that if he
gets one good new idea from a kite book, it's
a worthwhile purchase. By that ordinary
standard this book makes the grade. But
Pete is an experienced kitemaker, able to
think his way around problems and shortcomings in a book.
My guess is that if you are an experienced kitemaker, you don't need this book.
If you are a beginner, you should wait until
you have more experience, then you won't
-L.M.C.
need this book either.

Teacher at Your Elbow
Stunt Kite Basics: Making All the Right Moves
by Richard P. Synergy (Toronto, Canada:
Fly Write Publications, 1993), softcover, 142
pages, $15.95.
Here is a valiant attempt to provide a
user's manual for new dual-line fliers.
Richard Synergy's enthusiasm and energy
come through on every page as he tries to
pass his knowledge and experience to the
reader. He offers a great deal of information, but unless you have incredible retention skills, some of it will fall through the
cracks.
The book b e p with some general information especially helpful to new fliers. The
section on safety and courtesy is in the very
front of the book, as it should be. Synergy
also analyzes the social aspects of kitingways to make kite friends and keep them.
The next section describes precision flying and competitions. This is especially useful to someone who would like to compete
but has never attended an event.
The book gives good coverage to line
choice, its care and maintenance, and knots.
Following this is an extensive discussion of
bridles and tuning. The author suggests
making your own bridle, fitting it to the
kite, and tuning it as a learning process, but
this might be just a bit much for a new
kiter. The theory presented will help fliers
understand more about how kites work.

The book discusses the wind window,
body movement and basic maneuvers before
pouring forth a cornucopia of standard competition figures. (You may wish to note that
only about elght of the 36 maneuvers on the
cover are described inside, and even those
few matches have different names!) Each figure is presented on two pages, with the grid
diagram on one side and a written description of how to fly the maneuver on the
other. The suggestions are very useful for
someone just learning how to fly precision,
and good reminders for experienced fliers.
At the end of the book, Synergy points
out that it is not easy to strike a balance
between being too detailed and too general, and he's right. Writing about how to
sleeve line is a little like writing about how
to tie your shoes: it seems complicated on
the page but in reality is very simple. Also,
in most cases, the method described may be
only one of several ways to do it.
This book should be a tremendous help
to those new to the sport; it removes many
of the hurdles facing new kiters just by
exposing them to various tasks and problems
and how to handle them. It will be especially
useful to people who don't get to fly with
other experienced kiters on a regular basis.
Of course, reading is no substitute for real flying. Precision flying takes lots of practice and
practice is what makes you a better flier.
Stunt Kite Basics is an embodiment of
the author's personality in content and
appearance. Even the drawings and layout
in this self-publishing effort are personal
and not always perfectly clear.
The author is so excited about kiting and
helping new fliers that he tries to tell everything he knows; however, the jokes and
chattiness overrun the book's utility, and
the reader must remember not to get too
bogged down in the details and to keep in
mind that this book should be used as a
guide, not a bible. It's OK to do things your
own way and there are no hard and fast
rules about flying-that's one of the pleasures of kiting.
-D. & S. A.

the square kite
in The Usborne Book
of Kites. The tail looks
like a scarf or necktie.

and fly kites from the pages of a
book like this, without adult involvement?
Cynic I may be, but I view this book the
way I think it will really be used, by adults
working with kids. The pretense that it's a
children's book will help the adults themselves feel comfortable with it.
On the cuteness scale, The UsborneBook
ofKites is right up there. The illustrations are
colorful and charming. But the best part is
that the book is more than cute. Six easy
kites are given and for each the step-by-step
instructions are clear and precise. Good tips
are scattered through the pages, such as
using pull tabs from drink cans for towing
rings, and using a ruler to make a straight
paper fold. All measures are given in both
metric and U.S. equivalent.
There are only a few weak spots. Paper
size given for the paperfold kite is 8%"x
11X"which is standard in Britain, where
the book was produced, but nonstandard
and a nuisance to hunt for in America.
The book's layout is a very close call
between lively and cluttered. Given that it's
important for such a book to attract attention, one can understand the style, although
flying tips are in the middle of the plans
instead of at one end or the other of them,
a minor point of order.
I was impressed by four things. One was
a bit of advice I've seldom seen preached or
followed: "Always fly a kite before you decorate it, to make sure it works."
The second was that no attempt is made
to present "different" kites by simply changing the decorations and names of the same
structures. However, extra suggestions for
Good Kid Stuff
The Usborne Book of Kites by Susan Mayes decorating are generously provided.
Third, the little hands that are shown
(London: Usborne Publishing Ltd, 1992),
performing different kitemaking functions
softcover, 32 pages, $5.95.
The question is: Can kids really make vary in color from one page to another,
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telling a subtle message of brotherhood.
Last but not least, the opening credits on
the title page are full and unselfish. We have
Susan Mayes as author, Jeff Tearle as kite
consultant, Carol Law as designer, Angie
Sage as illustrator, additional ideas from Ray
Gibson and "special thanks to Margaret
Greger and John Spendlove for the use of
their 'square kite' design." (Whew!) But at
least no names are lost in tiny type in the
appendix.
The Usborne Book of Kites is small, just
for kids, easy to pass off as inconsequential.
But listen, this is a good kite book! I am glad
to see a new entry in that select group, and
I hope it stays in print.
-KG.

Italian Stunter's Index
Manuale Practico per il Volo degli Aquiloni
Acrobatici (A Practical Manual for Acrobatic
Kites) by Cristina Sanvito and Giancarlo
Galli (Milan, Italy: 11 Castello, 1993), in
Italian, softcover, 141 pages, $19.95.
"The purpose of this manual is to teach
you basic flying techniques, with some
added tips for advanced flying. We'll try to
give you the tools that will enable you to
quickly learn how to fly well and have as
much fun as possible."
Thus reads the short foreword of this
nice new book, the first published in Italy
that deals exclusively with stunt kiting.
This book does cover, in a rather well
organized way, all the basics that a neophyte might need. Graphics and drawings
are neatly done, very clear and easy to understand. A small quibble: the book requires an
awkward physical reading style because the
text unfolds sidewise, so that the reader
must hold the spine in the middle using
both hands.
A very classy touch at the end of the
book is the Glossario, where about 75 recurrent English words and expressions are translated into the nearest equivalent Italian,
The Glossario more than compensates
for a few dubious neologisms here and there.
For example, quadrilinea is used for fourline stunt flying, but the Italian word linea
doesn't mean flying line; it only means the
strictly geometric sense of the term, thereby
not matching the English term "quadline."
Sanvito and Galli cover the basics well,
from buying the kite to its assembly, tuning
24 / KITE LINES / SUMMER-FALL 1993

given. The
bibliography at the end of
manual v_rer,
the book is short but very well organized
and
useful.
calls for more
Aquiloni Acrobatici has a few shortcom- than generic descriptions.
ings. The question "What is an acrobatic
While acknowledging the difficult task
kite?" remains for me unanswered, since of writing any book on kites, I also know
no real description of the aerodynamics of there is the risk of ending up with a text of
stunt kites is to be found here. The history little direct or practical use. On the other
of stunt kites is merely outlined, much as it hand, if a book helps someone take those
is in other stunt kite books in other lan- first steps with more confidence, then this
guages. This absence, however, is precisely one fulfills the wishes and intentions of
the factor that impairs a book's ability to suc- the authors.
-MA.
cessfullyfdlthe gap between the background
and the actual live, exciting dimensions of Book News & Forecasts
the sport.
Coming Soon
The classification of stunt kites into three Just as we go to print we hear of a book on
basic categories-lozengeJdiamond, delta, its way right now by well-known designer
and Flexifoil-paints the writers into a cor- Peter Rieleit of Diisseldorf, Germany. Titled
ner, and becomes nonsense in the case of the Leistungsstarke Lenkdrachen zum Nachbauen
Paraflex, described as a derivative of the (High-PoweredStunt Kites to Make), it promisFlexifoil. The unfortunate drawing that por- es to reveal the author's methods for maktrays a Paraflex with short shroud lines and ing his fanciful soft flying creations. . .Also
bridles attached to the trailing edge instead still expected at any moment is Hans
of the leading edge may be an oversight, but Snoek's second volume of historic memoit is nonetheless a big one. Also, the Revolu- rabilia. . . . Sometime in August or Septemtion and four-line stunting are mentioned, ber we anticipate an interesting little book
but nowhere explained. Perhaps there was by Stanley Rogers of Lincoln City, Oregon.
some wish to stay away from "commercial- It will be part catalog (featuring sand skis
ism," but if one can mention the Hawaiian, made by Rogers) and part substantial inforthe Flexifoil, the Peter Powell, Spiderline mation on this particular branch of kite
and so on, then one has to go further and propulsion.
name all the significant kites and accessories because they are integral to a sport that And Still to Come. .
relies on this equipment.
New publication dates are announced for a
The authors promote the idea that the couple of long-awaited kite books. August is
quality and properties of a stunt kite are supposed to bring us Wolfgang Schimmeldirectly proportional to its retail price. I find pfennig's Neue Lenkdrachen und Einleiner
this very objectionable. I wouldn't trade a bauen und fliegen (Nav Stunt Kites and SinglePeter Powell or Trlby for quite a number of Liners to make and fly). And we hear that
newer stunters that cost more money and March 1994 is the new publication month
don't fly as well. Different kites and acces- for Tal Streeter's long-awaited The Kites of
sories are differently preferred and used by India or A Kite Journey Through India (the
different people, and the whole sport has actual title appears to be a slight mystery).
already reached a level of development that
-KG.

.. .
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Flying on ice is Hot
By Valerie Govig
or ice lovers, the wintei
of '92-93 in North Arnerica was a near washout: it
was darned warm until
mid-February.
But at last the ice frozc
over the bay in Presque Is1
State Park, next to Erie
Pennsylvania-the hot spo
1. Use a
qu~pment,Including
for Lee Sedgwick, Sue Taft
safety gea
release system.
Gary Counts and over
2. Maintam your equipment, especially yc
dozen other disciples of kite
flying lines and connections.
propulsion.
13. Don't fly In raln or stormy weather,
- 4. Avo~dall overhead wlres.
1 had to go see this side
to
5. Beware of obstacles, such as rocks or
of upower kiting"
,
see why ice is the favorite bumps Know your terraln
6. Keep yourrlf and your kites c ~ e a- I
surface for Lee and Sue. It
other oeoole and their k~tes
becomesimmediatel~obvi- Z Knowyourab~l~tiesandyourequip
ous. Ice gives the slickest
ment I~mitatlons.One rn~stakecould be yc
last.
and fastest ride. When you
consider that these fanatic
not only have to wait for
but the right traction sur
can see why they are out on the ice every fool," Lee says.)
possible weekend.
They like to get
If you want to learn how beautifully others hooked,
the soft quadline kites* can pull, here's the too, and were
place for it. From the shore, the kiters more than willing
make a peaceful scene as they glide over to share some of the secrets o
the ice. But get out onto the surface and their success in kite propulsion, particularyou'll hear a lot of whooping and holler- ly on ice:
ing going on as the fliers go swooshing,
throwing up rooster tails of snow off the GEAR
ice. In good winds, they jump and turn in Top-dollar new equipment isn't necessary.
"free form" mode. "You can do anything You can often pick up the skis, sleds or
in this sport," Gary Counts says.
skates you need at swap meets or garage
It's not hard to make these kites work; sales. But don't skimp on safety equipquadliners need only small tilting wrist ment: a helmet and windsurfer's body
movements on the handles to control not harness (for quick release) are musts. Knee
only the vertical and horizontal plane but and elbow pads are a proven good idea.
the attitude (fore-and-aft axis) of the kite. Good line is important; recommended is
This control allows you to do reversals Spectra line in a strength that (in poundsand acrobatics and to tack against the test) is twice your weight. The care and
wind, which is how you can go across the handling of line deserves your patience
ice-and back again. You can keep this up and study.
as long as your legs hold out-and these
enthusiasts are here all day.
SKILLS
After eight years of experimenting or Practice in steps and stages and in winds
"playing with the wind," Lee and Sue are that are 10-15 mph. ("The steadier the
recognized leaders in kite propulsion, fully wind, the more success you'll have," says
Lee.) Start by flying to the right or left of
*More about equipment and the sport in generthe
power zone, avoiding the far edges of
al appeared in the article "Kite Power Comes of
the
wind window. Learn to balance your
Age" by Nop Velthuizen, Kite Lines, Winter 1992body weight against the kite's pull and to
93, pages 32-36.

F

1

I,

8

8

\

fly the
kite at your preferred
speed and direction. Keep at it. You'll
learn by doing. And at all times, observe
the safety rules (see box).
Is kite propulsion really the ~ b o r tof
the '90s, like Lee says? He squints his eyes
and looks into the future. In the next two
or three years he expects the number of
people involved to double (50 kitefliers
showed up for the 1993 Valentine's Day
Kite-Powered Ski and Sled Fun Fly, and
Sue says, "It's too big already!").
He predicts tacking over long distances, such as the prairies of Kansas. He
imagines personlifting. Teaching.
Competitions ("racing will push the
sport," Lee says). Videos (two Sedgwick
and Taft videos have already been made
and another one is in the hopper).
Lee: "Every time you learn something
new, it leads to something else, and that
leads to something else and-someday
we'll blow up!"
Sue: "Can I have your van?"
9
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The Cross Deck: A Cellular Sensation
By Carl Crowell

h

am not sure how everyone else builds

CONSTRUCTION
Piece together
some poster board
to create a single

mark out OM,19",
41" and 74%"
along one side.
Mark W" inside the
long edge for a
hem allowance.
At the 19- and 41inch points, mark
BODY PANEL TEMPLATE
out to 16%"at 90
degrees. You will connect your marked
points to get the kite's outline, but you
want curved (cambered)edges.
As a guide for the curves, I bend a piece
of fiberglass rod between each point,
deflecting inward, and then draw a line
along its edge. You may free-hand the
lines. I just use the fiberglass so that if I
accelerate a curve I don't have to do any
math to make sure that it is a uniform
curve. An accelerated curve is achieved by
bending one side of the fiberglass with
more force than the other.
The maximum deflections are given.
Do not use greater deflections than these
until you are familiar with the technique.
I recommend less deflection for an easier
build. All curves must be concave along
their entire length. Cut out your finished
template and set aside.

6 TENSION-SUSPENDED
SAILS,THE CROSS
DECK
IS BUILT FOR LOOKSBUT HEY! IT FLIES GREAT!
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Two views of the Cross Deck:
above left, straight-on view from
the flier; above, the kite viewed
slightly from the left as it
dips forward in flight.
The photographs barely reveal
that the kite is not all white-the wings on the left face and
right back are light gray.

Wing Template
Mark out a triangle that is 27" x 27" x 22".
One way to do this is by marking an arc at
intersection points. (Remember your basic
geometry class?) Attach a pencil at each
end of a string that measures 27" between
the pencils. This is your radius length.
One pencil marks the center point, the
other draws an arc tracing a path a little
longer than 22". Take a ruler and measure
a straight line distance (chord) of 22"
across the arc. From each of your two
intersection points on the arc, draw a
straight 27" line to the center point. This is
Continued. . .

THE CROSS DECK by Carl Crowell
Drawings, not to c~ale,by Ronald C P~trnlito

1
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of tension must be beyond the sail. If you
feel that a frame should always be within
a sail, then I am sorry. This is a kite in
which the sail rides inside the frame.

you are finished. To join the two halves
together, I start with (can you believe
this?) glue. I use a water-soluble glue stick,
smear some along one side and smack the
two pieces together. These must be
aligned carefully. The glue will not dry
anytime soon, so you can spend 15 minutes lining up the two pieces and letting
them set just enough to hold.
Now I stitch a seam %" in from the
edge of the binding, down each side
(Detail B); the body is securely joined. I
sew the nose shut but leave the tail open.
Extract excess glue left in the spine casing by inserting a piece of dowel, pulling
it out and wiping the glue off with a damp
towel. Once is usually enough, but two or
three times is recommended to to be safe.
FINISHING

At this point the kite is nearly done. I use
a number of favorite finishing techniques.
One is to sew tabs onto every joint except
the nose and then tie the pieces together
with loops (Detail C). The tabs I prefer
consist of 5" pieces of 120-lb Dacron line,
sewn to leave a 1"loop extending from
each point, and two 1%"lengths sewn in
along the the binding tape of the kite.
The loops that hold this kite together
should be of uniform size. I use 1"loops
or 3" of line. Make sure that at the tail of
the center spine you sew two strips about
6" long (Detail E). This will need to be
beaded and knotted so that the sail can be
pulled taut along the spine. I also tie the
wingtips together with 6" tabs (Detail A)
so that the wings can be pulled taut and
adjusted.
Sparring
Drill out arrow nocks to fit your spars.
Drill %I' deep so that they fit snugly. I have
found that the drill bit I use makes a fit so
tight I do not need to use glue. If your
nocks fit too loosely, glue them on with a
little cyanoacrylate.
For the spine, use two dowels, joined
together with ferrules. I taper one end of
each dowel to fit my ferrule, then glue the
ferrule on.
For the cross-spar, use three pieces of
K" O.D. graphite tubing. Join the three
pieces with ferrules to make a cross-spar

83" long. The two outside pieces are
slightly tapered at one end to fit the arrow
nocks. (I use my pencil sharpener, but a
file or sandpaper would do.) Then the
nocks are glued on.
For the wing tensioning spars, with
arrow nocks at each end, use two .I80
O.D. tubes 30%"long on each side of the
kite, forming an X to hold both the body
and the wings open.
Tying It All Together
After tying the wings together at the outside tips, tie them to the body with the 1"
loops (Detail C). The cross-spar nocks will
slip onto these loops. Adjustments may
be made by beads and knots placed on
the tail of the body for the spine and on
the wingtips for the wing spars. Where
the spar crosses the spine and where the
wing-tensioning X's cross the spar, you
may fasten them together with '/z" 0
rings. These will not provide any structural support, but they will help the kite
hold its shape and not knock about as
much in the sky.
Note: The cross spar nocks should seat
in the connecting loops just beyond the
body of the kite. This is necessary to get
the sail taut without puckers. The points

Bridling
The Cross Deck will fly from a two-point
bridle, but I recommend outfitting the
kite for both two and four points (see
Bridle Detail).
I like to build what I call a two-stage
adjustable bridle. I use two-leg bridles (a)
from side to side at both the fore and aft
bridle points. These are then connected
by a larkshead knot to a fore-and-aft line
(b-c). A short length of line (d) is then connected to the b-c line by a larkshead
which can be positioned up or down for
pitch (or attitude) adjustment. Pitch will
be sensitive to wind speed.
My bridles have clips, one at each
point of attachment to the kite and one at
the towing point. I make the bridles separate from the kite so that I can display the
kite without them.
FLYING

In steady winds, the Cross Deck will fly
fine without a tail and will fly best from a
two-point bridle. In rough winds, it will
fly best from two points with a tail. In
very light winds (my range) it flies better
from a four-point bridle.
I do not know the kite's upper wind
limit; I have never wanted to find out. Play
around with it and do what you feel is best.
FINAL COMMENTS
I built this kite as a sculpture. I was willing
to sacrifice wind range and stability to the
aesthetic that I was seeking. I retained
enough of the flight elements to allow the
kite to fly. My main goal was the appearance of the kite more than the actual flight.
It turned out to fly well anyway.
These are the plans for a single cell of
this kite. Combining cells of different sizes
and shapes is where the real action is. 9
CARL CROWELL is a student in Portland,
Oregon, where he has made and flown kites
for three years. His creations have been exhibited in local art galleries. The Cross Deck is
one of a series of his new designs.
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KTA Las vegas
has your lucky number!

QUICKY KITE STAKE
Designed for posting kite lines and
standing kite up for launching.
Other Uses:
Fishing

I

. Hunting
. Tent Stakes
- Outdoor Games
- Volleyball Nets
Badminton Nets
Construction Lines
Many other uses - limited
only by one's imagination.

Colors Available:

6th Annual Kite Trade Show
January 11-16,1994
Stardust Hotel, Las Vegas Nevada
For more information, call KTA 415-7644915
I
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. Horizon Blue

. Corona Magenta
. Rocket Red

6% x 2M"
Patent Pending

Made in U.S.A.
Dealer Inquiries Welcome!

CAREY WINDERSTM
P.O. Box 151740, San Diego, CA 92175-0895
(619) 697-8557 (619) 697-2405/FAX

BY
Valerie
Govig

RIGHT, SUSPENDED
OVER A STREET IN
BUDAPEST, AN
EPHEMERAL KITE-LIKE
"PENNON" BY
ISTVAN BOD6CZKY
SLOWLY
DETERIORATES
BETWEEN
1978 AND 1980.
BELOW, THE
PROFESSOR LOOKS
UP IN THAILAND
IN 1992.

e walks around the room with a rolling gait, sweater
H
tied over his shoulders, his hair and mustache shaggy and white, his eyes warm and crinkling.
He is Istvhn Bodoczky of Hungary, an ageless 50, the
epitome of the absorbed art professor and the grace
note in the polyphony of enthusiasts at the Maryland
Kite Society's Kite Retreat this past February.
The Society barely knew Istvhn when they invited
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him. Though he had written two good kite
books (in Hungarian, both now out of print),
had founded the Hungarian Kite Club, and
had traveled a bit, he was still a relatively
unknown kiteflier Stateside. But that was
the point. Marylanders particularly wanted
to bring to the Retreat a kiter who was not
familiar in the U.S., who could offer us a
fresh perspective.
We were well rewarded.
A slide show by Istvan brought us many
of his kites, most of them asymmetrical, all
of them original. Then we were shown slides
of his paintings and sculpture.It was difficult
if not impossible to tell his kites (as craft or
applied art) from his paintings (as fine art)if indeed the distinction was necessary.
Istvan's talk (in excellent English with a
charming accent) illuminated his work,
including his earlier kites, all the classic
designs made as part of his learning process.
Listening, we were as spellbound as his students in Budapest.
fter the slide show I talked to Istvan
further. I kept learning. His easy speaking style and pointed human anecdotes
were more effective than any lecture.
He said that he always uses something
from his life in his work, and often writes
notes or scribbles on a kite.
"One day I woke up in the morning with
all the bad things then in my life on my
mind. I wrote them all on paper, then
washed them off with paint." He worked the
pieces into a sculpture that suspends and
rotates. It was one of 200 works of fine paper
art by international artists selected for an
exhibition in Budapest in 1992.
In the last 10 years or so, Istvin has become a well-established figure in Hungarian
and international art &la. For kiters he rep
resents a bridge between kites and art, an
example of success in making this accomplishment look the way we always believed
it should be: real, natural and seamless.
Later at the Retreat, Istvh opened his flat,
stiffly packed, well-organized box. ("When
I make something it is also a consideration
for me that the work should not 'weigh me
down.' I should not become 'caught' by my
own creations.") The box contained a mixture of kites, paintings and materials. It
seemed odd that someone would travel
from Hungary to America with a piece of
luggage full of kitemaking materials.
But these were selected tissues and reeds
and glues and tools that Istvan knew would
assure us success as students. He had
thoughtfully chosen supplies that would
provide us with just the right mixture of limitation and stimulation.
We were challenged to make a nonkite

~rn

HIE

Circular fonn,
bamboo and
Paperl 'Own in
Thailand in 1992.

"Singing Joe,"
bamboo and paper,
flown in Thailand
in 1992.

A
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stronger. Sometimes l paint the tissue
and then laminate it. Iwork in water
colors, crayons, inks-to stain the
paper, for transparency. Imight laminate three layers of paper, then pull
off pieces of the outer layer.

ON WHAT KITES ARE ABOUT
Kites are about finding yourself, more
than about aerodynamics and such.
Now I feel free-to get myself and
the kite together. You have to find out
what is most yourself. -,~z+jgip~ .w;
. _,,-,*". ~ON~EPHEMERAL
~
ART
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For a long time you couldn't buy male- ephemeral quality. In art galleries,
rials in Hungary. I ended up with tis- they are frightened by temporary
sue papers. I set a paper limit-but
things, they want to "eternalize"
always the color I wanted was miss- them. I made a hanging to be suz
ing! If you have restrictions in mate- pended across a street in Budaped
rials, you are more likely to come up My idea was that it was a memorial
with a new idea. New conditions force that would perish. It was a fabric
. k 6 ~ +L
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ON MINIMALISM
The minimalist artists get inne
strength and power by giving up some
thing in order to gain something mom
You have to resist the temptation to
use all the colors and all the materi-

of bamboo and

PAINTINO:
"Map of the Past,"
from Bodkzky's childhood village,
bamboo and paper, in a private
collection, 1988.

SCULPTURE

KITEPAINTING:
"Otto LilienthalFlies Over
the Great Wall of China,
bamboo and paper, flown
at Berlin kite festival, 1989.

kkSebExamination,"
suspended bamboo and paper,
in 10s Angeles, California
art fair, 1990.

space, "mental space," abstract
space, which needs not be conquered
Itry to
for it has no resistance.
eep my studio walls empty. I am
lways most interested in the work I
ave not done yet.

. ..

ON KITES AND ART
Ikept my kites and artwork apart at
first, but they started to come closer
and closer, and finally-about three or
four years ago-they completely converged. Ican't define which is which

ON STUDYING THE NEGATIVE
When you want to know something,
you can follow two ways: You can collect information about the thing, to try
to find out what it is. This I call the
positive approach. The other way is
the negative approach, when you
define what it is not. This sometimes
I find more effective, but definitely
more amusing. In kites, if you find
everything that a kite is not, that gives
you the positive as well, like casting in
Sometimes I ask my students to
do a drawing as bad as they can. They

Islvan Bodkzky bridles
one of his kites at the Maryland
Kite Society's Retreat,
Westminster, Maryland, 1993.

it. So you make a nonkite to learn to
make real kites. !ON COLOR
To make something colorful, you need
areas that are blank or dull, so the
contrast shows the
ON ASYMMETRY
Iwanted to turn a nonkite into a kite,
but Iwas used to depending on symmetry for stability. Asymmetry makes
things change and move, and movement is a symbol of life.

riI

KITE Bamboo and paper crors-wing,made to open
for flight, titen fold flat again for transport, 1991.

and then afterwards see if it could be made
to fly. What a unique, scary opportunity!like jumping off a cliff and trusting a new
glider. Who could resist?
About 10 of us began handling the precious thin spars and luminous dyed tissues.
Each of us came up with totally different
nonkites. Several tried to fly them, mostly
with dismal results. But Jon Burkhardt would
not give up. He found that it was possible to
fly his most non of the nonkites with judi-

II
Lengths available:
801,loo', 120',
1501,ZOO', 3OOt,
1000'.

Tests available:
80-100-150200- 300- lb.

Available at your
local kite shop

TEST LBS.

diameter
smoother braid

LENGTH FT.

U.S. LINE COMPANY

I

US. Line Company 16 Union Avenue Westfield, Massachusetts0 1086

CROWELL'S SAIL LOFT

Route 4, Box 583 * Boone, North Carolina 28607 704-262-3716
@
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~
ciously adjusted amounts of tail. Obvious,
perhaps, but in the circumstances it was a
fresh lesson.
We went home from the Retreat with
many things: ideas and information about
kites, bizarre door prizes, full bellies, lack of
sleep, friendships made and renewed-and
the contagion of Istvan Bodouky. This article is an effort to disperse that contagion, but
for a full-scale infection, I recommend that
if possible you find him yourself somedaythe white hair, the crinkling eyes, the charming accent and especially the asymmetric
0
kites that unfold . . . and fly.

835 Weldon Road
Santa Barbara. CA
93109
(805)963-2964

Guaranteed

UPS charge, $4;
*Mastercard/
First Coast Promotions
1760 Shadowood Lane,

v
6th Annual
Ethnic Expo
Family Kite Fly
Oct. 10, 1993
Competitions
Free Fly
Free Kite Making
Trophies
Featuring the Wonderful
Kites of Craig Christensen
For more information:
Ethnic Expo Kite Fly
123 Washington Street
Columbus, IN 47201
812 376 2500
_I
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R traditional Japanese kite design. First in a
series of high quality cloisonne kite bolo ties
for men & women. $40. 4.50 shipping.
UlSR & Mastercard welcome.
+

Manfredini Design
19333 Palatine Ave N
Seattle,WA 93133 USA
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Australia
\

A

3

3

Goodruindf Kites
TM

3 Wallingford N.
Seattle, WA 98103 USA
(20q632-6151
F A X (206)633-0301

3

Canada

England
France

Germany

Japan

Netherlands
U.S.A.
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Michael Alvares
Duncan McEvoy
Ilene Atkins
Eric Curtis
Richard Gareau
Michael Graves
Robin Parent
Steve Brockett
Gerard Clkment
Michel Gressier
Fredkric Pouillaude
fitienne Veyres
Karl Dambeck
Klaus Grutzner
Udo Rudolph
Sabine Rudolph
Christian Treppner-Schultheis
Peter Wiesemann
Masaaki Modegi
Sachiko Modegi
Seiko Nakamura
Frits Jansma
Helmut Schieffer
Jon Burkhardt
Pete Dolphin
David Gomberg
Jose Sainz
Tal Streeter
Dorothy Ann Romig Streeter
Hugh R. D. (Stretch)Tucker
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Article & Photographs by

PIERRE FABRE
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hat would you do if you had
planned an event with an
expected turnout of a few
thousand people and close to
ten thousand people showed up?
Believe it or not, this is exactly what happened to Le Progris Egyptien, a French newspaper distributed in Egypt, at an event they
organized to celebrate their 100th anniversary and to promote kiteflying in Cairo. (I
was told more kites can be seen in
Alexandria.)
With help from the French Syndicat des
Quotidiens Dkparfementaux (SQD),an organization comprising 29 provincial newspapers, and the Centre de Liaison de
I 'Enseignement et des Moyens d'lnformation

(CLEMI),a branch of the French Ministry of
Education, the event was an incredible success. SQD also hired Michel Gressier of Tours,
France, to organize the production of 3000
kites with the Le Progris Egyptien logo on
them.
In addition to promoting the sport of
kiteflying in Cairo, the kitefly was also an
effort by the media to encourage the use of
the French language among young
Egyptians.
The huge crowd flew thousands of kites
in the desert near the Pyramids and, even
though it was quite hot and the location was
far from the edge of the city, everyone
seemed to enjoy themselves. But it wasn't
long before all of us were dying for a drink!

I
I
I didn't expect to see so many local kites
at the event. The Egyptian translation of
kite is "tayara-wara"(flying object-paper).
Most are hexagonal and made of cane and
paper or plastic.
I was there to fly the Normandy Coat of
Arms kite I had made previously. With a
dozen volunteers, we made a long mn,
pulling the kite toward the Pyrarmds, but the
wind was weak and the kite fell down as
soon as we stopped. Unfortunately, the
winds in the area usually blow only during
the afternoon and the event was held before
noon.
Despite this disappointment,which completely exhausted us, the trip was unforgettable.
0

1

Kites in Egypt are
typical of traditional
Middle Eastern
designs. Most are
hexagonal, like the
kite on the opposite
page. High aspect
ratio diamonds are
also common (top
left, this page).
Clockwise from upper
right are kites made
with a variety of surface designs. Center,
the large crowd uses
kites as sun protection from the desert
heat.
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ONE OF THE MOST UNIQUE
AND FAVORITE SPORT KITES
AROUND THE WORLD AND THE
A 3/4 SIZE WASP
FOR THE EXPERIENCED FLYER
IN EUROPE

Wind Walker ~ i t e s ' "
RT. 2 BOX 225 D EAST BERNARD, TX 77435
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CTRAI
POI. lnd.
Carbonbera
Roces 5
33209 Gijon. Asturias
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ocked in time and bypassed by the
interstate highways, Sac City, Iowa is
archetypical Main Street, USA. No
urban blight, 2500 souls and shrinking,
this middle-American town is boldly
attempting to create a new status for itself.
It is becoming a service center to the large
farms, many of
which grow popcorn, that surround it and the
other towns of
Sac County.
The gnnual
Kiwanis
Kite
Tournament is
witness t o the
town's willingness and ability to hold
its ground.
For several years, we at Kite Lines have
wanted to visit Sac City and its kite contest on the fourth Saturday in April. At 68
years, it is the oldest continuously held
kite competition in the United States.
The town is not easy to reach. Sac City
is located over 200 miles from Minneapolis/St. Paul or 150 miles from Des
Moines, sites of the nearest commercial
airports. It's a three-day drive from
~altimore,1200 miles one way.
But what a pleasure when you get
there. Sac City and its Kite Tournament
are a refreshing
step backward
into the middle of
the century.
Jerry Volkert,

the local Buick dealer and this year's
Tournament chairman, led me to the files
kept by contest founder Fred Ehrhardt
and his successors. I was shown a yellowed leaflet, carefully preserved, the
1926 Tournament program. Its cover confidently announced "First Annual." If I
had been handed
only that old first
program, I could
easily have followed the proceedings of the
68th e;ent. The
1993 program
leaflet was similar
in content and
style. Its cover, equally confident, proclaimed "68th Annual," proud testament
to the sodality of Sac City, its Kiwanis
Club and its kite traditions.
The Kiwanis Club was in the fourth
year of its charter when the Kite Toumament was launched. The contest's first five
decades were overseen by its founder, Fred
J . Ehrhardt. A past chairman, Ted
Leonard, told me,
"Fred served over the years as industrial
arts teacher, school principal and then our
Postmaster here i n town. He had a
requirement that students of his industrial
arts classes successfully make and fly a kite
to get a passing
grade. He's dead
now, but after he
and his wife
retired t o Sun

The only test in this

Top, Sac City families line up on the
kite field at the local
airport next to
cropland. Center, an
excited family in the
middle of the contest. Right, a Sac City
kite hits a right good
altitude.

competition is how well
each kite flies!
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Above, a typical Sac City kite
and reel awaits flight. el ow,
one of the wonderful specially-made Sac
City trophies
with polished
Conyne-shaped
wood base.
Underneath the
trophy, examples of various
kites at Sac
City, showing
that the classic
two-sticker is
not the only
kite flown.

with help), run out line until the judges
call a halt, then coax their kites higher
and higher in the air. For five minutes or
more, ;he judges walk around the field
observing the performance and altitude of
each kite. The only test in this competition
is how well each kite flies!
Sac City has institutionalized a type of
kite reel: hand cranked, made of boxwood
pine, anchored by a
large screwdriver. I
use reels only t o
store or carry line,
but the families of
Sac City, schooled in
the use of these
devises for five or six
generations, work
their reels with ease.
One reel, one blanket, one family, two
or three kites-and
all of the contwo or three generatestants are
tions-fly i n t u r n
required to disfrom the same spot.
play their enStarted o n time,
try number
finished o n time,
clearly on the
the tournament
face
their
ends when the winkite for the
ners are announced,
convenience of
but they are not
the judges.
awarded. The awards
On the day
are saved for t h e
of the Tournament, the flying field, off the end of the Kiwanis Club meeting o n Monday.
local airport runway, is bisected across the Children are brought from local schools
wind by 300 feet of sisal binder twine. by car and bus to receive a casserole
lunch, their awards and time off from
This is the flight line.
The participants, as they come to the school for an hour or two.
The durable success of the Sac City Kite
field, back their cars and pickups to within 20 feet or so of the line. Picnic boxes, Tournament can be seen in this award
blankets, beach chairs, Thermos bottles luncheon. Many faces are glowing. But a
and, of course, kites are unpacked and few are a bit red.
That is because Kiwanians who fail to
spread out for an afternoon of family fun.
attend any of the workshops or t h e
This is tailgate kiting at its best.
As 1 flew my rokkakus and a mena- Tournament are fined, and dutifully pay
gerie of "modern" inflatables on this 25 cents to the sergeant at arms for each
field, I was reminded of the prime direc- missed event. This year, the sergeant at
tive to the Star Trek fleet not to interfere arms himself, with sincere apologies,
with the alien culture. I stayed off to the forked over $1.25 for his total lack of parside. The folks were cordial and interested ticipation.
But most fines appeared to be for 50
in my kites, but I felt almost like a form
cents
or less. This was clear evidence that
of contagion. I went through my usual
motions but I felt more like a student the majority of members had participated
in three or more of the five events that
than a teacher.
As the program progresses, each age knit together and preserve the unique tragroup in turn comes to the flight line. The ditions of the Sac City Kiwanis Kite
Continued. .
contestants launch their kites (usually Tournament.

City, Arizona, Fred still came back each
year to attend the Kite Tournament he
started."
Carried on virtually unchanged, the
Tournament has always been preceded by
kite workshops in the schools, where people of all ages make 3' x 3' Eddy-type kites
of butcher paper, pine slats and cotton
string. Four workshops were held this
year, led by
members of
t h e Kiwanis
Club.
The
instructions
have
some
degree of flexibility, and i n
fact some of
the kites are
not the ~ d d ~
type at all. But

Kiwanians who fail to
attend anv d the
workshops or the
tournament are fined,

~

-

and dutifully pay
25 cents to the
seneant at arms for
each missed event.

.
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No visit to the West Coast is complete without a stop at...
\

--

-

5
4

crZ3
Doug Hagaman

"A most impressive kite collection!"

"AWESOME!!"

"Dazzling!...and watching Corey in the
store is incredable!"
Lee Toy
"Most amazing kite store I've ever
seen!"
Joel Scholz

"Nothingelse like it! Finest kue shop
ever!11
Jerry Sinotte
"I wish at was my kite store!
p s. Don't forget the Monterey
Aquarium."
Robbi Sugarman

KITER'S EQUIPMENT

Wlnbbome X i t e s
585 Cannery ~ O U I
Atonterey. Ca 93940
Write for our retail KITEALOG~
AKA / KTA Member Merchant

Toll-Free Order # 1-800-234-1
033
Kite Store # (408)373-7422

ONE SKY ONE WORLD

flying fun & festivals
OSOW Fly-MeTM
Paper Bag Kite Kit.
This 21" tall bag easily
transforms into a
guaranteed-to-fly
OSOW sled kite, Ideal
for workshops, sales or
giveaways. Requires
only scissors t o c u t
a n d string to fly.

PRICE* CHART
Quantities
10 to 49
50 to 249
250 to 999
1.OM) or more

Ready-to-Fly Kite
$2.00each
$1.50each
$1.25each
$l.lOeach

Fly-Mem Paper Kite Kit
$ .50 each
$ .45 each
$ .40 each
$ .35 each

'Shipping not included. Note: Each Ready-to-FlyKite weighs 2 oz. A Fly-MeTM
Paper Kite Kit weighs 1 oz, inquire about imprinted kites for larger orders. Call
or send camera-ready art for quotations.

One Sky One World, 3940 W. 32nd Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80212, USA
Telephone: (303) 433-9553 Fax: (303) 433-0019
4218 PROTHRO WICHITA FALLS, TX 76308
FAX: 817-723-0124
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AN AM€RlCAN CLASSIC . . . Continued

his kite is like a page out of history. It
reminds me of the early judging criteria for craftsmanship at the Smithsonian Kite Festival. Paul Garber directed
the organizers to give special credit for
neatness of lashing, notching of spars, etc.
In our latter-day sophistication, these features seem either clumsy or arcane. Time
to reconsider.
The Sac City kite is made much like the
ones Paul Garber
built as a boy,
with a scout-like
uprightness of
crafi and method.
I would like t o
argue that this
kite, as a classic, is
new. It's like the
cornflakes in the television commercial:
"Taste them again-for the first time."
Here are the primary characteristics of
the Sac City Eddy-type kite:

simplest methods. They became the historic standard for kite construction. Today
it may be easier to find plastic sheet or
bags and fiberglass or dowels. Going back
to the classic materials is a refreshing
change.
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
Sticks are lashed and glued where they
cross. At Sac City, people are not purists
about this inter-

Al that counts is ~ Q W
the
kite flies: how high, haw

ply a hand
it is span
(8 or 10 inches)
below the nose of
the kite. Stick
ends are notched.
A
string
runs
around the ends of the sticks. Over the
string, the cover is folded and glued.
The cross-spar is bowed. Sac Citians do
not fuss about how much to
bow the cross-spar (3 or 4
inches).
Some of the kites are flown
with tails, some without.
• Bridling is not doctrinaire.
The winning kites use a twoleg bridle, attached to the
spine 6" from the nose and
tail of the kite. The towing
point is positioned so that the
kite hangs at an angle of
about 15 degrees to the floor.
The end result in the air is
Without decoration or
more important than any
Identifying number, a
one of these elements. All
virgin Sac City
that counts is how the kite
made by
flies: how high, how stably
from original plans,
in Baltimore.
and at what angle.
9

stably and at what angle.

MATERIALS
2 sticks, about %'xI % I 1 x
36". The sticks are deliberately
thin and wide, providing flexibility, strength, and dimensional stability. They are cut
from clear pine shelving.
1 square yard of simple
white craft or butcher paper,
strong and cheap.
10 yards of butcher twine
or heavy crochet thread for
building, more of same for flying. String is selected for its
strength, "tooth" and availability.
white glue or library or
flour paste. (That's right,
before white glue there was flour paste!)
Tails are torn sheets or old neckties.
Sixty-eight years ago, these were the
cheapest, most available materials, the
50 / KITE LINES i SUMMER-FALL 1993
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I wish to thank the citizens and Kiwanis Club
of Sac City and especially Ted Leonard fbr shasing with me the Sac City experience and the
secrets of their classic kite.

ARROWCOPTER,
Launch
into the
breeze
and
Arrowcopter
comes
back to

launcher.
Each Package contains two
complete play units
2 Arrowcopter flying toys
2 Launching sticks
2 Rubber band

SKY DELIGHT KITES
Designs by Joel K. Scholz
10 15 Avondale Road
Austin, Texas 78704
Phone 5 12-476- 1 758
Fax 5 1 2-746-5044

Arrowcopter Inc.

CA 95150
408-978-1771FAX 408-978-1270

P.O. Box 6480,San Jose,

Domest~cB fore~gndealer inquiries are invted
Please Send $4 00 for samples and sales info
Patented/Copyr~ghted
Made in the Un~ted5tates of Arner~ca

NOW FOR SOMETHING
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT
Limited Edition Classic
Japanese Bekkako

1

KTA Best New Product of 1990
Fine tune your kite for maximum performance with this indispensable newtool. Save time and eliminate guess worktying perfectly
matched flylines, bridles and shroud lines.

WONDER
Compact, unbreakableand inexpensivecard-stylewinder. Stores
single, dual and quad lines. Fast (15 inches per turn) and easy,
accommodates overhand and figure-eight winding. The most
compact winder available.

t

QUAD WONDER

For centuriesthe Japanese have believed that
a Bekkako "showman" will bring good luck and
humor into their lives. Now good luck and humor
can be yours. But hurry, as Alan Carpenter will
make only 50 of these 8 112 foot numbered
originals. Each Bekkako, made from the finest
materialsand exacting Desert Sky standards,will
fly in virtually any wind. $295.00plus S & H.
Put a smile in the sky!

DESERT SKY KITES
6850 N. C a m i n o Fray Marcos
Tucson, AZ 857 18
(602) 575- 1960

c 1

A

The same great features as the Moran Winder, but designed
specifically to store quad line control systems. Easy figure-8
winding; includes elastic binder to secure lines and control grips.

MODEL 1 GONUROL GROPS
Ergonomicallydesigned grip with center bridle gives the ultimate

Iin control accuracy and sensitivity. SpectralDacron bridles are
pre-stretched as a pair to guarantee equal length and identical
control response.

Alan Carpenter & Tracy Ragsdale
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FOR THE RECORD

Largest, Fastest, Mostest - & Others
By Pierre Fabre and Valerie Govig
Jim Stipe checks

Ihis kite, the

new Largest

L

nmltsm

New Largest Delra Flies
Even in Texas, where "biggest" is same-o
same-o, Jim Stipe, 24, of Irving had made
history. At the 65th annual Zilker Park
Kite Contest in Austin on March 14, 1993,
he flew a monster 60' x 100' delta.
Numerous witnesses viewed the fiveminute flight of the appropriately named
"Stealth Kite," made of black plastic sheeting, countless yards of PVC pipe and "a
couple hundred rolls" of duct tape. The
kite's area was about 3,000 square feet,
making it a handful for its flier in the
1Smph winds. Stipe staked out the 800-lbtest flying line behind him.
He had flown a smaller version of the
Stealth at the previous year's contest, but
it broke away and went straight for a tree.
But for 1993, Stipe easily broke the previous record for Largest Delta, which was set
10 years ago in California by Tony and is promoting a "Buggy Boogie 'l'hang"
Cyphert and Gene Carey with a 1,406- January 17-20 at lvanpah Dry Lake,
square-footer.
California. Keiron Chatterjea of Wales ,,,,
Stipe says the Stealth has flown higher has written a dissertation on kite buggythan 1,000 feet and can be seen from 40 ing for a degree in Sport and Human
miles away. "I think I could have made Movement. The first U.K. National
her a little bigger, but it wouldn't have fit Buggy Race drew a strong field on June
-t?G.
in the trunk of my car."
19-20 in Stratford-on-Avon. Winner:

Buggy Speed Established
Kite-powered carts, such as the Peter Lynn
stunt buggy, are really rolling these days.
Examples: The East Coast Stunt Kite
Championship in Wildwood, New Jersey
this May featured slalom racing and a
beach awash with buggies. Corey Jensen
of Windbome Kites, Monterey, California,
has started a newsletter, "Buggy News,"
/ KITE LINES / SUMMER-FALL 199?

because he has set the first official speed
record for a kite-propelled land vehicle:
39mph. Not very - Keiron CF-u-..:-- spectacular, You
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
a
,
, I,,
frequent claims of
50mph and up.

Kite ~ l a s s i cin
Cornwall, England.

u

But none of those claims has actually been
recorded and witnessed. Keiron's was.
It happened at the Gwithian Sport Kite
Classic in Hayle, Cornwall on October 3,
1992. Keiron's time was clocked with
radar guns by the local police at 39mph,
the best out of the trials by 10 registered
riders. Event organizer Mick Parsons said:
"I can truly say that the results from
Gwithian are accurate, and today stand as
benchmark results. Of course they can be
beaten, but it won't be as easy as you
think. In a speed event it takes skill and
timing just to get through the gates. In
fact, our biggest problem was, there were
at times no buggies getting timed! They
were all over the place! Try it yourself. Set
out a 90- to 120-degree slalom course 500

meters (about 1,640 feet) long, with an
exit gate. It's not just getting through the
gates that matters, it's when you make
your attempt and what line you choose
that makes the difference between world
class or no."
Parsons thus throws down the gauntlet.
In addition to setting the vehicle speed
record, Keiron made several kite-powered
jumps, and the distances for these were
recorded also. However, Kite Lines at this
time declines to publish any records for
power jumps, on the basis that such news
might encourage competition and an
increase in jumping among underprepared pilots.
A good video of the Gwithian event
was produced by a BBC crew. It shows

scenes from the event including jumping
techniques. Video tapes may be obtained
from the Welsh Sport Kite Centre in
Swansea, Wales. Also available are t-shirts,
pens and limited edition posters signed by
the champ, Keiron Chatterjea. All proceeds go to the Downs Syndrome
Association.
Plans are afoot for the next annual
event, renamed the Gwithian World Sport
Kite Classic. Dates are set for September 1119, 1993. Mick Parsons hints that he and
his fellow organizers have been working
hard to develop the kite jumping aspect of
sport kiting and have "come up with a fantastic development that can be classed as a
'quantum leap.' It's all very secret! We plan
to unveil it at this year's Gwithian!" --KG.
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Ehe Itsv Bitsv Kite*

Easy tofly!
Fun indoors or
Outdoors!
Great for all ages!
Environment
Friendly Packaging!
Rotating display
Available!

For infomation on our
complete line of High
Performance Stunt Kites,
please write or call for our
free catalog.
720-A Gateway Center Dr.
Sun Diego, CA 92102
Ph# (619)262-4712
Fax (619)262-4714

w

H

E
E11
E
I
E
E

3555 JubilantPlace
~oloEadoSprings, Colorado
80917
USA
PhoneIFax (719)596-2332
'

Dealer inquiries on1

Klig's Kites
The Source
Full line of stunt kites
Single line kites
Wind socks
Banners
Flags
and accessories
Also the Hottest Tees

zp
\I!

Call

Y
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1-806-333-5944
for FREE catalog
or
F A X 803-448-7370
Dealer Inquiries
803-448-7881
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TIPS G TECHNIQUES

Dips.

..

DYNA-KITE:
SWEEPS OPEN TEAM TRAIN
BALLET

1

Dippity Do:
A Tip for your Tips
From Alice Hayden, Hicksville, New York:
When I was stuck (literally) making a small
dragon-type kite this spring, I found something that helped. I was using the thinnest
fiberglass rod I could find. It worked until I
was feeding the rod into the round kite
head. I got a very uncomfortable fiberglass
splinter in a finger.
What I wanted was end
caps, but for a small
kite I didn't want the
weight of plastic end
caps.
But I had a tube
of clear silicone
caulking. I dipped
the ends of the
fiberglass rod in
the silicone and
it made a custom-fitted, very thin "rubber" end cap.
And no more splinters.
Since then I've used silicone caulk to
replace the end cap on a stand-off on my
stunt kite. It's fine.
Thanks to Alice for this addition to our list of
dip products that many of us have been using
for years to finish our spar ends. One product
on the market, called plusti-nip, coab spars,
handles, flying-line ends, ground anchors, tent
stakes--anything we want to protect and/or
tolor code. The stum is a bit smelly, but is
available in red, yellow and other colors.
Once, when Leonard Conover ran out of
Plasti-Dip, he used the remains of an old can
of house paint to dip some spar ends. Worked
great. He and others have also used clear varnish, wood stain, wen fingernail polish in an
emergency.

2

d

AT BASKC AND GISKC
THE TRAIN TO FLY

DYNAeKITE CORP'
P.O. BOX 24
THREE RIVERS, MA 01080
TEL (413) 283-2555 FAX (413) 283-4037

Shrink Tubing:
Another Tip for Tips

From Elmo Weeks, WestRichland, Washington:
Shrink tubing as sold in many electronics
stores (radio, TV, etc.) makes excellent end
caps for various spars (dowels, fiberglass
and the like). Shrink tubing comes in a
wide variety of sizes and is great for the
very small fiberglass rods which standard
Continued. . .
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FREE STUNT KIT
Buyer's Guide & Catal
Featuring over 50 different models in

Huge Selection

of the most comprehensive selection of
kites and accessories from all the major
sport kite manufacturers.

Fast Delivery
GUARANTEED
LOWEST
PRICES

Action
Flexifoil
JordanAir
Skyward
Crystal
Top of the Line
HigMlyers
Rainbow
Spyrojet
Spiderline
Advantage
AFC

Chicago Fire
It's A Breeze
Renegade
Gayla Wind Walker
Peter Powell
Revolution
Wolfe Designs
Kite Innovations
Force 10
Shanti
Moran Precision
Davis instruments

Crisp, Precise Maneuverability
Excellent Edge-of-Wind Handling
Wide Wind Range: 3 -. 25 MPH

For a FREE copy of our stunt kite
buyer's guide and catalog, write or
call:

98" WINGSPAN
GRAPHITE SPARRED
TOP QUALITY NYLON RIPSTOP
MADE WITH PRIDE IN THE U.S.A.

DFK
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19306 E. Windrose Dr. # 101
Rowland Heights CA, 91748

NEMESIS KITES
2620 Aveston
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48304
(313) 338-8257

(818)912-1272
FAX (818)912-2585

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
_i

Ripstop hymn Fabric

Vinyl End Caps
Snaps 8 Swivels
Sleeving Kits
Vinyl fails
Ripstop Repair l a p s
leading Edge
Vacron Line
Vacron Adhesive
Bridle 8 Sleevfng Line
fwek
Halo Spools
Fiberglass lubes
Clear Vinyl Tubing
Carbon lubes
Semi-Rigid lubing
Black Vinyl lobinq
Banner Poles
Ripstop 1aL
Split Rings
Smokers
Fiberglass Rods
'Kite Kits'
Shock Cord
Nylon Webbing
Cowerter Sleeves
Plastic Vihedrals
A r r w Noeks 8 Inserts
Costom Spectra line
lensloners
Fiberglass 9 Alum; Couplings
Eyelets 8 1001s
" Everything to build a kite."

I/% oz. Ripstop
$/4 02. Ripstop
13 02. Ripstop
S.9 oz, 9acron

F

I

'Nang

m
b
i
c
s

'Nigh

Monday-Friday,10am-10prn
1420Yale Ave.
(804)233-6155, ficne Fax
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New Kite Commander Reel
Newly structured, solid hardwood, center cross fastened with metal on top (not shown) and corner
brackets, 7 112"x 17 ID, patent, made in the USA
Ideal for 20#, 30# and SO# single line
Tested 5,000' of 30# and 2,000' of 50# line
Will hold 10,000', Life long use
Was $86.00, Sale Now $58.00
to Nov. 30, '93 s&h$4.00

TIPS G TECHNIQUES . . . Continued

...G Clips

vinyl end caps are unavailable for.
Purchase a size that will just fit over the
spar to be used so you will have a tight fit
after shrinking. Place the length of tubing
wanted over the rod, leaving '/;a" to '/xu
extended over the end so it will cover the
end when completed. Then heat with a
match, lighter or hot plate, turning the
rod to get even heat and even shrinkingbut don't overheat because the shrink tubing will melt.

Qtaltdu~t
a . a a a a

I HOTEL

1000 STARBSTUDDED KITES!
6TH ANNUAL
INTERNATIONAL KITE TRADE SHOW

JANUARY 11-16, 1994
STARDUST HOTEL

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
For more info, call: KTA 415-764-4908

3

Shear Measure:
An AppliquC Tool

From Me1 GO& Randallstown, Maryland:
I picked up this tip from watching Sewing
with Nancy on our local public television cham?el. The
subject
was applique and
the tool
was the
Gingher
model G-6R
scissors. With its pelicanlike bill, this pair of shears has the
advantage over thread nippers or
embroidery shears that it allows you to cut
away unwanted layers of fabric with less
danger of cutting the base layer. Available
at fabric stores or through catalogs for
about $25.
Tips & Techniques is a forum for you to
share your favorite hint or trick for making
and flying kites. Each published item earns
your choice of (1)any book(s) from the Kite
Lines Bookstore to the value of $15 or (2) a
subscription or extens?on for four issues of
Kite Lines. And as a bonus you will also
receive recognition from the worldwide kite
community. Send details, drawings and/or
photographs to Kite Lines, P. 0. Box 466,
Randallstown, MD, 21133-0466, USA, or fax
drawings and details to us at 410-922-4262.

the b ~ kit;
g
made in the
little town of
Chesham, NH

I

The incrediblyunresistable specifications
of this fabulous BIG kite:
20 ft. winman,8 ft. tall
Rip stop nylon, Fibelglass h e
Wind range from 5mph up; 10 mph and up
needs a harness
3 color schemes: Primary colors, Neon colors,
muted Pastel tones
Zippered CorduraQcarry bag

Marlborough, NH 03455

(603)- 827-3115 ~ ~ U O ~ F A X
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The Highflyers Shadow I1 is a fast, quick turning high performance stunt
kite. We are proud to offer the SHADOW I1 and its entire family of outstanding stunt kites. HIGHFLYERS of England is world renowned for quality
of design and workmanship. This becomes apparent when you discover the
responsivenessand level of precision these kites demonstrate over their entire
wind range. The Team Spirit has a slot system along its leading edge which
channels the wind from the front to the back of the kite giving it excellent
stability and edge handling capabilities as well as superb precision and overall
performance. Now stunt kite enthusiasts in the U.S. are finding out what
the rest of the kite world has known for a long time: There's more to
Highflyers than just one great kite!

Kite Sleeve Bag Optional ($5 extra)
rhone and FAA:
2151395-3560

I

j
I

All kites have a light but very strong "PUUREX" CARBON-GRAPHITE frame
which gives them a wide wind range.
Sails are made of CARRINGTON NOVARE PERFORMANCE RIPSTOP.

I

These kites will put WlND UNDER YOUR WINGS
even when there is almost no wind at all.
All kites and spare parts are in stock and ready for immediate shipment.

Call or send for free brochure.
To order send check or money order to:
Bits 6 Pieces Kites
11 1 West Cleveland, Apt. 1
Marshfield, WI 54449
Orderllnfo: 715-387-1449
t

Li.
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WlND UNDER YOUR WINGS
P. 0. Box 351 Butler, Wisconsin 53007.
Credit card or C.O.D. call (414) 461 -3444
FREE SHIPPING IN U.S.A.
Dealer inquiries invited.

The Kite Lines Bookstore

L)ai Zenshu (The Big

serving the kiter's reading needs b y mail
IF IT'S ABOUT KITES, the Kite Lines Bookstore
probably has it-the common, the rare, the foreign, the domestic, the good (and the bad). We
cany nearly all kite titles in print, even ones that
are lots of trouble to obtain.
The Bookstore is not an endorsement of any
title, but we do guarantee your satisfaction with

~rom
AUSTRALIA

our service. We want you to feel like you're in
your local bookstore. Pick a book. Look it over. If
it's wrong for you, you can put it back on our
shelf. No problem.
Kite books often go out of print without
warning-if you want any of these, we suggest
you snap them up now!

exquisite works of kite literature yet
from Japan. About 140 kites photographed and cataloged. Excellent
construction detail drawings.
Richly printed on heavy paper,
elegantly bound and boxed.
Hardcover, 159 pp., $198.95
(no airmail shipping)

I

...

Kite-Folds by Beth
Matthews. This
improved edition contains plans for 12 small
kites, each made from a
single sheet of paper,
plus the "Skyvelope."
Most are easy to make,
all are attractive and
clever. Clear instructions, lovely color photos. Excellent addendurn on kites in
education. Softcover,
26 pp., $9.95

Make Mine Fly by Helen
Bushell. This 1988
edition has a far-ranging
collection of tips, techniques, hints and advice
(gathered since 1977)
for beginners or experts,
groups or individuals.
Includes charming
drawings and plans for
the famous patented
Trefoil Delta with folded
keel, plus several useful
paper kites. Softcover,
90 pp., $12.95

Piclures for the Sky, by Paul Eubel
and Ikuko Matsumoto, in a new
English edition, revised from

for the traveling exhibition.
Includes the work of 100 international artists collaborating
with 36 Japanese kitemakers.
Softcover, 406 pp., $69.95
(no airmail shipping)

ditional materials,
history. Softcover,
Both books as package,

Kite Crazy (the book) by Carol Thomas.
To accompany the video, plans for the
Kiskadee, rokkaku, dual- and quad-line
deltas. Black-and-white drawings.
Softcover, 176 pp., $29.95
Kite Crazy (the video) by SOMA Film &
Video, Canada. Meet famous kiters and
learn how to make and fly steerable kites
(I-, 2- and 4-line). Beautiful and instructive. VHS format, 102 minutes, $29.95

Special booklvideo package $54.95

ichly printed color.
stunter design; 4 plans. Softcover, 43 pp., $11.95
7'ke Kite Store Book of Kites. 10 plans, philosophy
and 5.25" disk for design. Softcover, 48 pp., $13.95

From FRANCE.
Kites: A Practical Handbook by
Ron Moulton and Pat Lloyd.
Lots of good new information
in slight disorder. Excellent
drawings of 25-plus kites. Fine
section on sport kites combines
theory with specifics. Great
stuff on parachuting teddy
bears. Many (outdated) appendices; some color photographs.
Softcover, 255 pp., $27.95

-

..
NEW! Cerfs-Volants: a la
Recherche du Bleu by Gerard
Clement, in French. A feast
for the eyes (though not the
mind), this is a big, beautifully designed collection of
underidentified color photographs. Some history, no
plans. Dreadful bibliography.
Hardcover, 117 pp., $54.95
(no airmail shipping)

Le Cerf-Volant en Chine
(The Kite in China) by
Dominique BaillonLalande, in French.
Beautiful photos (half in
color) of Chinese kites,
elegantly printed. No
kite plans, but some construction details. Hardcover, 88 pp., $49.95

The Kite Lines Bookstore . . . Continued
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From GERMANY. . .
NEW! Drachen mit Geschichte (Kites
with History) by Walter Diem and
Werner Schmidt, in German.
Extensively researched, faithfully
reproduced models from our rich
kiting history by Brogden, Gomes,
Grund, Hargrave, Kuznetzov,
Lamson, Lecornu, Sauls and others.
Fully detailed building plan drawings and wonderful historic photos.
Hardcover, 160 pp., $22.95

boxes, parafoil, Roloplan and rokkaku. Also instructions on trains,

NEW! Asiastische
Drachen (Asian Kites) by
Franz Arz, in German.
Lovely and colorful with
22 kite plans, including
5 fighters, using mostly
traditional materials.

Lenkdrachen Bauen und
Fliegen (Making and Flying
Stunt Kites) by Wolfgang
Schimmelpfennig, in
German. Colorful and
fully detailed plans to
build eight dual-liners:
four diamonds, three
deltas and a foil (the
Paraflex). Flying tips.

Skywork Expen'ence by Christine
Schertel, in German. Excellent,
fully detailed plans for stunt kites
including the Phantom, Revolution, Hawaiian, Spin-Off, Fire
Dart and Sky Dart. No background
detail on the sport or credit given
to the designers.Attractive paintings instead of photographs.
Softcover, 52 pp., $14.95

'hantastische Drachemuelt: Die
Festivals, Die Drachenbauer, Die
Modelle (FantasticKiteworld: The
Festivals, 7'he Kitemakers, The
Models) by Wolfgang Schimmelpfennig, in German. A well produced coffee-table book of real
substance. Many color photos
and drawings plus an insert sheet
with traceable plans for 4 unusual kites. Hardcover, 128 pp.,
$31.95 (no airmail shipping)

-

NEW!. . .und sie Fliegen H a t e NochGeschichte und Geschichten urn den
Drachen (. . .and They Still Fly TodayHistoty and Tales about Kites) collected by Hans Snoek, in German.
Poems, songs, tales, drawings, photos, plans--valuable scraps from the
early days of Western kiting.
Attractive black-and-whiteprinting.
Hardcover, 156 pp., $31.95

throughout including interesting scenes in Israel.
Hardcover,l04 pp., $19.95

journal devoted entirely to kites, now published as a book. Thick

The first Italian

256 pp., now $16.95

JAPAN continued. . .
Edo Dako (Edo Kites) by
Masaaki Modegi, in
Japanese, some English.
Elegant, full-color pictorial

Kleine Papieren Vliegers (Small
Paper Kites) by Harm van
Veen, in Dutch. A very
original, colorful little book
with detailed plans for 10
artful miniatures plus a tiny

From MALA YSIA . . .
-- -

Kites of Malaysia: Kites to
make and fly by Wayne
Hosking, in English. The
only convenient source of
plans and construction

Kites: 24 Designs by Izak C.
Rust, in English. The first kite
book from South Africa.
Good scale drawings and
color photographs. Includes
tips on frames, tails, sails,

~ r o mThe NETHERLANDS

...

detailed, extra-clear plans for 10
different high-tech maneuverable
kites, some with novel touches.
Excellent quality drawings and
photographs, several in color.
Well organized and printed.
Softcover, 96 pp., $21.95

Drachenreise (Kite lourney) by Ruedi
Epple-Gass, in German. Interesting
black-and-white book. Countries
explored (some visited and others
researched) include Turkey, Vietnam,
Dominican Republic, and spots in the
South Pacific and Latin America plus

The Kite Lines Bookstore . . . Continued
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The Penguin Book of Kites
by David Pelham. Called
"The Bible," first published
in 1976 and still recommended for all kitefliers.
Plans for more than 100
kites plus lots of solidly
researched reference data,
aerodynamicsand history.
Color in half the book.
Index and bibliography.
Softcover, 228 pp., $12.95

I

The Stunt Kite Book by
Alison Fujino and
Benjamin Ruhe.
Covers background,
personalities and
introduction well;
treats nuts-and-bolts
somewhat sketchily.
Many black-andwhite r-----nhntoc and
---draw& and a chart of 80 brands of stunt kites listed by skill level. Softcover, 110 pp., .$8.95

Art That Flres by Tal Streeter and
Pamela Houk An anthology of
unusual k~tecfrom the Dayton
(Ohio) Art Inst~tuteexhib~t~on
of 1990, featunng works by
artists Curt Asker (Sweden),
Jackie Mat~ssc(France) and Tal
Streeter (USA) Opt~cal~llusions
and environmental ob~ects
Interviews, artists' statements
and an interestingbibliography. Many handsome photos,
some in color. No
Softcover, 139 pp., $14.95

Kites by Wayne Hosking.
A big 11%"x 11%"coffee table
bo& of beautiful kite photographs, lavishly printed. Some
new research on Asian kites,
but the rest of the text is
marred by errors, confusions
and lack of identification of
kitemakers. No kite plans.
Absurd appendices. But the
photos make this a must-have.
Hardcover, 120 pp., $15.95

25 Kites that Fly by
Leslie Hunt.
Reprint of 1929
original. Contains
good old plans for
kites not seen
much anymore
(shield, yacht, elephant, etc.) using
oranee crate sticks
and flour-and-wateriaste. Historical data, photos, details. Hunt was a
kitemaker for the U.S. Weather
Bureau. Softcover, 110 pp., $2.95

The Fighter Kite Book! by
David Gomberg. A goodly amount of information, mostly correct,
about fighter kite flying.
Though flat in appearance and tone, it's a useful starting source. Contains plans for a basic
fighter. Beware drawings
of bridles. Softcover,
74 pp., $8.95

Fighter Kites by Philippe
Gallot. Plans for 29 kites,
plus tips on flying, tools,
materials, games and accessories. Full of enthusiasm
and personal character.
Illustrations are large and
clear. Instructions are adequate, but measurements
converted from metric may
total incorrectly.
Softcover, 96 pp., $12.95

Kite books by Jim Rowlands tend to have blurry instructions. Still,
Rowlands does offer information you might not find otherwise:
NEW! Soft Kites and Windsocks.Same as the British Kites and Windsocks.
The best book from Rowlands so far has plans for 11 kites, 5 windsocks,
5 drogues and 2 kite bags. Kites include the multitube, 3 parafoils,
parasled, Flow Forms (regular and junior), whale and frog. Some color.
Interestingbook list. Softcover, 104 pp., $14.95
One-Hour Kites. Same as British Kites to Make and Fly. Mostly standard
kites for beginners. Source lists. Softcover, 95 pp., $12.95
The Big Book ofKites. Same as Bdtish Making and Flying Modem Kites.
Instructions for 36 kites. With book list. Softcover, 127 pp., $12.95

Kite books by Margaret Greger are
clear, wise and reliable, ideal for
beginner, expert or classroom:
Kites for ~veryone.Many good kite
plans, variations and accessories, plus
tips and techniques. Second edition.
Softcover, 136 pp., $12.95
More Kites for Everyone. Some old
kites, some new kites, plus more tips.
Plans for 17 kites from simple to
complex. Softcover, 59 pp., $9.95

Kites: An Historical Survey by
Clive Hart. Revised, second
edition (1982). Invaluable reference work with many blackand-white illustrations and
photographs. Fascinating, readable, in-depth research in early
kiting. The most extensive kite
bibliography in print. No plans.
Hardcover, 210 pp., $31.95
Softcover, 210 pp., $14.95

Make Your Gwn
Kite (new kites)
by John W.
Jordan (not
shown). Plans
for nine kites
using unusual
materials. From
the deceased
enthusiast.
Supplies limited.
Hardcover,
90 pp., $12.95

The UltimateKite Book by Paul
and Helene Morgan. If it
weren't for the exaggerated
title, this book would offend
no one. It's done with great
color and splash to create
excitement in newcomers,
but lacks identification of
kitemakers.Unusually extensive photographs showing
flying techniques. Contains
about six good kite plans,
including a Tumbling Star.
Hardcover, 88 pp., $19.95

The Art of the lapanetr Kfte by
Tal Streeter. Rare up-close and
personal profiles of master lute
amsts of Japan sencltlvely
lntervlewed In 1971.72, just
before the wanlng of the~r
trad~t~onal
arts. lncludes 130
outstanding photos (52 In
Icolor) No k~teplans, but some
background on~a~anese-style
kite building. A rich contemporary history and a true joy
to read and read again.
Softcover,l81 pp., $24.95

Kiteworks by Maxwell Eden.
Revised second edition contains 50 kite plans from
respected designers. Up-todate on materials. Detailed
drawings plus tips, techniques,
accessories, history and
(un)related stories. Unclear in
places. Colorful paintings and
a few photos. Softcover,
287 pp., $14.95

Flight Patterns by
Leland Toy, 2nd edition. Solid tips and
easy plans for eight
kites from the recently
deceased kiter. Includes a rotor made of
foam meat trays and a
Mylar fighter. Unpretentious, free of erron.
Softcover, 36 pp., $6.95

kite plans or brand-nam
Softcover, 88 pp., $8.95

Super Kites 111by
Neil Thorburn.
Many good
designs and tested,
creative construction techniques
using mostly plastic bags and w k d en dowels. Plans
for the T-Bird-2, TBird3 and Bristol
boxes. Nice color photographs brighten this "completely handmade" book.
Softcover, 123 pp., $8.95
- - - ~-

~ - - - - - ~

~

Kites: The Science and the
Wonder by Toshio Ito and
Hirotsugu Komura (not
shown). Aerodynamics,
formulas and observations-one of the few
efforts to be scientific
about kites. Diagrams for
the "original" butterfly
kite. First published in
Japanese, the English
translation is not smooth.
Softcover, 160 pp., $11.95

NEW! The

Usbome Book
of Kites by
Susan Mayes.
Cute, colorful
collection for
kids. Six easy
kites, with
illustrated
step-by-step
instructions.
Gnnd
in- ..- .
.
.
troduction to materials, wind, flying.
Many tips. Softcover, 32 pp., $5.95

lately?

6

-

Everything about the kite community's romance with the
rokkaku since 1983-together in one placereprinted from past
issues of Kite Lines. Plans, too, namely the Sanjo Rokkaku by Me1
Govig, distributed at the beginning of the rokkaku challenges,
describing how to make this traditional kite in nylon or Tyvek.
Includes dimensions and complete detail drawings for an inex-

4

ome of our favorite kite
quotations-14 of them in
all, 7 on the front and 7 on
the back--are printed in three
bright colors on our quality,
preshrunk 100% cotton t-shirt
made in the U.S.A.
Memorable "one-liners"
include the funny, the serious,
the famous, the unknown, the
foreign and the domestic. Now
immortalized on a shirt available in your choice of white,
cool green or peach in adult
$12.95
sizes M, L or XL,
or in XXL (white only), $13.95

S

Add $2.00 per shirt for shipping.

now you can have it all
-on MICROFTLM!

The Buggymeister tells you how to get started in the new sports
of kite buggying and kitesailing. History, theory, how to start
buggying, how to "reach" (travel upwind) for maximum speed,
how and when to turn, racing tactics, kite selection, buggy
maintenance and more. Boat traction is treated with similar
thoroughness. Complete data on the Peter Lynn Peel. A barrage

Kite Festivals! by Valerie
Govig. Thorough guidance in
festival organizing, standards,
scheduling, location, budgets,
formats (competitive vs. noncompetitive), judging, field
events and awards. Includes
"Figure Kiting" by Red
Braswell, 12 pp., $3.00ppd.

Osbome and Me1 Govig. Groups
of 500 kids are no problem if you
use this article's success formula. How to make sled kites
indoors or out, plus how to get
the most educational value
from it, 4 pp., $1.00 ppd.

ARE YOU MISSING SOMETHNG?
36 back issues

in a neat compact library o n
microfiche.
Whenever our original paper
copies sell out, a microfiche version
is offered immediately, so a serious
kiter need never miss an issue
entirely. And new enthusiasts can
do a crash course in kiting with
this treasure chest of information!

KITE TALES
each $2.50
entire set $85
postpaid
The complete set
of Rite Tales (the
original AKA
newsletter) on microfiche-more
than 1,600 pages-all 40 issues
from October 1964 to November
1976. Here are 12 years of plans,
profiles, commentary, news and
resource material available nowhere else. A must for researchers,
collectors or libraries.

ack issues of Kite Lines offer a wealth of information
and ideas: plans, tips, techniques (for both singleand multi-line fliers), personalities, world records, festivals, reviews-an essential history of today's kiting, saturated with inspiring stories and designs.
No wonder back issues of Kite Lines are avidly collected by so many enthusiasts. You can start now with the
12 issues available in original paper form. $4.00 each

B

SPRING 1991 (Vol. 8, No. 3)
Whistling Kites of Nantong (China) by Tal Streeter;
Gomberg on Kite Pin Collecting; Angle Estimating; the
Wind Shot stunter plans; new Longest Kite record.
SUMMER-FALL 1991 (Vol. 8, No. 4)
Pierre Fabre in Japan; Rick Kinnaird on Rokkaku Fighting; Great Events in France & England; Kocher's Obtuse
Tetra plans; Huntington Beach scandal; Peter Malinski.
plus shipping, while supplies last.
WINTER 1991-92 (Vol. 9. No. 1)
Stunting Surprises in Italy & Poland; Gubbio (Italy);
SUMMER-FALL 1987 (Vol. 6, No. 4)
Painless Parafoil plans; Painting Ripstop; Failed Largest
Kites of Buriram (Thailand);Flying in Baja; Sher-Bird;
Box, Successful Largest Rokkaku; Roberto Guidori.
Sisson Sled; Cutting Boron; Dyeing Ripstop with Kool-Aid.
SPRING-SUMMER 1992 (Vol. 9, No. 2)
SUMMER 1989 (Vol. 7, No. 3)
Ingenious Andre Cassagnes; Biennial in Thailand and
India's Annual Frenzy; Stunt Kite Survey; Kite Capitals of the the Natural Fibers Festival; Two Miles Above Christmas
World; Fabulous Bali; Flying Wedge; Ohashi's Arch Train. Island; Stunter Survey; Valentine Kite; George Peters.
WINTER 1989-90 (Vof. 7, No. 4)
FALL 1992 (Vol. 9, No. 3)
China seen by Tal Streeter and Skye Morrison; How to
Castiglione del Lago, Le Touquet, Barcelona and Ostia;
Dye Ripstop; Origins of the Delta; Modifying a Parachute the Arch Ribbon by ~ t i e n n eVeyres; Niagara Falls; About
for Kiting; How to Stunt a Flow Form.
Tangles; Ianuzzi's Featherlight plans; Kim Petersen.
*SUMMER1990 (Vol. 8, No. 1)
WINTER 1992-93 (Vol. 9, No. 4)
New Zealand's Festival; Parachute Stunter plans; Flag and Hamamatsu by George Peters; Kite Power by Nop VeltBanner Hookups; Peter Lynn on Future Tech; One Sky
huizen, with traction chronology; Fighter news by Me1
Over Berlin; Washington (England); Bobby Stanfield.
Govig; Dieppe; GX-3 stunter plans; Ron & Sandra Gibian.
SPRING 1993 (Vol. 10, No. 1)
WINTER 1990-91 (Vol. 8, No. 2)
Guatemala;Java; Fighters by Ed Alden; Celebs in Paris
Spectacular Europe: Dieppe, Montpellier, Bristol and
Paint Rokkakus for AIDS; International Travel Tips; aerials
Berlin; Butterfly kite plans; Stunt Kite Survey; D'Alto's
of Ireland; quad-line Propeller;Jargen Maller Hansen.
Whitehead replica; setting Largest Eddy record.

Maurice Karkh, Ivan Toney
n March 24, 1993, at the age of 82,
0
Ivan Toney died Los Angeles. Kite
people tend to recognize the name uncerD.

in

tainly: "The guy from Iowa or something?"
That was Indiana and it was his father, Ansel
Toney, the retired farmer and famous
kitemaking character.
Ivan, the son, lived in L.A. and worked in
the aircraft industry, winning the wars and
living up to military specs. If you've heard
the phrase, "If it's worth doing, it's worth
doing well," well, that phrase would find its
Maurice Kartch flying his train at the AKA
living form for you the day you met Ivan
convention in Detroit in 1982. Maurice
Toney.
found the train's pull excessive over any
Ivan retired from the aircraft business
length of time so he made a strap to dlsand
took up kites because his father had
tribute the pull across his shoulders.
never made the things up to spec. It was
fter a snowstorm on March 18, 1993, maybe a matter of family honor, of pleasing
while de-icing his car, Maurice Kartch of Dad, surpassing Dad. All of those, probably.
South Plainfield, New Jersey died of a heart In very short order, Ivan was making what
attack at age 65. He had been a longtime I'm willing to claim were the best delta kites
kiteflier and supporter of kiting in the Great- the world has ever seen. This in no way
er Delaware Valley area.
criticizes the many people who have made
Though he had flown kites as a boy, he brilliant delta kites. But no one ever did it
began his adult flying just before the AKA better than Ivan Toney. Perfection is perorganizational meeting in Ocean City, fection and it can't be argued with.
Maryland in 1978. Here he met Olan and
For a couple of years he never made a kite
Bernice Turner and from that time became other than one solid color at a time. Gloria
much involved in kiting. He and Olan were Lugo at Let's Fly A Kite in Marina del Rey was
co-chairs of the second AKA convention in his only outlet. He insisted on an artificialManassas, Virginia in 1979.
ly low price so kids could always be cusA Navy veteran of World War I1 and tomers of his kites. Gloria finally convinced
active with his temple, Maurice owned the him to try a few stripes. Methodically (as
National Institute of Fiance, an institute for always) he tried it. Every one was the same
learning in the financial professions. He pattern of even, wide stripes, but he never
trained people for exams all over the U.S.
made two kites with the same color
His teaching abilitieswere valued at kite sequence. Mae, his wife, did most of the
workshops around the area. He and his wife color selection-he wwn't that kind of artist.
Joyce often helped at those as well as the East
His garage was his factory. His friends
Coast Stunt Kite Championships in and relatives called it his "workshop." It
Wildwood, New Jersey and the Bucks was a mark of Ivan's modesty that they
County Kite Day at Core Creek Park, never quite knew the whole truth. It was left
Langhorne, Pennsylvania.
to a fascinated few of us like Steve Edeiken
At a Maryland Kite Society Retreat in and me to be led drawer by drawer, shelf by
1982, he worked on making a train of 50 shelf through the layered artichoke of that
small diamond kites, which he later flew room. The shop itself was a machine, like the
with pride at the AKA convention in Detroit, aircraft plants he laid out. And within it, a
Michigan. This and his other kiteflying activ- hundred workstations, a thousand operaities were especially notable because Maurice tions were ergonomically strategized. The
suffered particular sensitivity to the sun. whole thing shoulld be installed in the
Even with long sleeves, hat and sun block, Smithsonian as a single object.
his skin still would turn red. But this didn't
Still, he had his myopias. He decided
keep him from flying kites or helping at that he would make big kites with stripes
events. As Bernice Turner said, "He really but it was too fussy to do it for little (4-foot)
-Valerie Govig kites. After hearing h i complain at length
cared about people."

A

about this one day, I pointed out that the
big kites were actually made of triangular
modules that were in fact the same size as
the Cfoot whole kites. He looked up at the
8-foot kite on the wall and it suddenly
struck him that he was looking at four 4foot kites stuck together. All he had to do
was unstick them. Later it was a story he
loved to tell on himself.
Initially he built evertything with aircraft grade spruce and flexed every stick by
hand to its critical arc to test it. He said he
got about a 10 percent reject rate. After
ordering his wood for several years from a
military spec dealer, they finally asked him
what he did with it. When they found out
he wasn't rebuilding old planes but making
kites, they apparently rethought their commitment to him. The reject rate went up to
50 percent on the next order. Ivan was a zero
tolerance kind of guy: infinitely generous
with friendship and his abilities, but no tolerance for bad work and less tolerance of
betrayal. That day he switched over to fiherf glass. And for him that meant redoing every
template, pattern and workstation to meet
the new weight, diameter, balance, etc.
One of my treasured possessions is an
early Ivan Toney reel. It's a beautiful thing,
but it doesn't work. He insisted that he be
allowed to fix it, but I refused (I had a couple of the later ones that were improved,
anyway). The first one didn't work because
he machined all the wood parts to such
close tolerances that when the L.A. humidity finally did climb, the axles seized. When
he recalibrated the dimensions he only
backed off a few thousandths. Even God
wasn't going to get away with too much latitude in the materials.
So why does the world need to mourn
the loss of a kitemaker who only made two
or three hundred kites that almost never
got out of L.A. County? Because he was a
teacher of teachers. Steve Edeiken and I,
and other innovators in L.A. and San Diego
who learned from us, were all first, second
or third generation disciples of Ivan Toney
whether we knew it or not. His concept of
excellence is somethingthat the kite world
still chases. Luckily for kiting, he got his
message into the system and he accomplished the work of befriending all of us
that way.
-Roger Hyde
Los Angeles, California
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PRESENTS

T

HE MASTER
BUILDER'S
SERIES

1 NEW IIUGE Wrapped Graphite Rods

I

I

3/8,7116,5/8,314and 1 inch diamete~
Custom length to six feet
Custom machined caps and fittings also
available.
Call, Write or Fax for our
catalog of kite building supplies.

SILENT SERIESTM
OUTSTANDING
NEW
PERFORMANCE
AND QUALITY
FROM THE PEOPLE
WHO BROUGHT
84 INCH WING SPMI
YOU THE.. .
GRAPHITE FRAME

S'k;

SILENT SERIESTM
FALCOiVM
FALCONTM-LT
PURE
PERFORMANCE,
WHEN
COMPROMISE IS
UNACCEPTABLE

STILL MADE IN THE U.S.A.
COMING SOON
.
TEAM SILENCETM
DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY
FALCON AERO DESIGNS
12-A MA YNE A VENUE
STANHOPE, NJ 07874
(201) 347-4173

High Fly Kite Co.
30 West End Ave.
Haddonfield, NJ, 08033
Phone: (609) 429-6260
Fax: (609) 429-0142

*

*

WORLD WlDE DISTRIBUTION BY
ADVANCED FLIGI-IT GEAR
756 LAVENDER PLACE
LA VERNE, CA 91750
(714) 599-4590

~ w DEALERS
W
INQUIRIES INVITED W W ~

Large selection of the best
High Performance Stunt Kites
& Accessories in stock

TTR

r Competitive Pricing

Personalized Service
Custom Made Banners
r Repairs. Sew-ups & Tune-ups
r We are a full time, full service
Stunt Kite 5hou. We attend.
compete, judge1&sponsor all
Eastern League events
Why Buy from anyone else?
Buy from the Pros who Know!

CALLOR WRITEFOR OUR
STUNTKITECATALOG!

NEW!
STUN? KITEVIDEOCATALOG

HUGE INVENTORY OF THE W O R ~ S
FINEST STUNT KITES, SINGLE-LINE
KITES AND ACCESSORIES. WlDE
COLOR SELECTIONS. FAST, FRIENDLY
AND PERSONALIZED SERVICE.

VOLUME 1:
CATALOG
PLUS30 MNUTES
OF
TRICKS,TIPS81TECHNIQUES
BEGINNER
TO INTERMEDIATE
VOLUME 2:
FREE K~EMTE lM€-Wu;V TOO^/
EXPERIENCED
TO ADVANCED

-

SEND$10 REFUNDABLE WITH
$100 PURCHASE
WE ACCEPTVISA AND MASTERCARD
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c

'ON DELTA.WING STUNT KITES OVER $100

)

Call (203) 426-9786
Fm

(203) 270-0260
29 HEMLOCK TRAIL SANDY HOOK. CT 06482

the start and by noon the judging
tables were slick with water and
children's painted kites were
weeping. The festival suspended
operations and the visitors scattered, some to the open house at
Bevan and Margo Brown's. Somehow all the awards were made
after Margo dried off the scorecards with a hair dryer.

KEEN'S ALERT FOR A SHORT,
d a t , balding guy wearing Cokebottle-bottom glasses and named
Charlie Hill or Charlie King who
visits kite shops or festivals with
tales of a wife who died of cancer,
a career as a Juilliard grad and
screen music writer, houses all
over the world--but oops! he forgot his wallet. Has burned several
kiters in Washington state, California and Illinois. Said to be
already wanted in Ireland.

QUILT IS BEING MADE FOR
Leland Toy, whose death from
AIDS last December is still
mourned. Send a $1.00 donation
for ripstop material and instructions to be part of the "healing
hands" quilt organized by Drachen
Design Inc., 1907 Queen Anne
Avenue North, Seattle, Washington
98109, USA. Submissions are due
by November 1,1993.

A

IGH'RNG CANCER, MAKING
kites, collecting pins-that's a
typical day in the life of kitemaker
extraordinaire Peter Malinski.
Send him letters: Bornstrasse 18,
D-2800 Bremen 1, Germany.

F

AY LEN0 AND 60,000 OTHER
bikers at the Harley Davidson
reunion in Milwaukee, Wixonsin
in June were treated to sky art. Kitemaker Brian Blaeske put 45 hours
of appliqub work on a genki and a
rokkaku for viewers of the HOG
(Harley Owners Group) attendees.

I

IENNIAL NERNATIONALKHE
Festivals will crowd 1994: Thailand-March 26-27; ; Niagara Falls,
i
New Yo& (yes!)-May 20-22; Dieppe,
$ Frmm-Septernber 1@18.(Relief! New
$ Zealand is postponed to 1995.)

deer is a native sandpiper-like bird
that nests at the
festival site-and
their eggs are all
around. So the day
befo~e,Hank Manseau
and his Kites Over New
England friends mark
the nesting sites with ribbons.
Next day everyone can avoid them.
INY DAN EISAMAN IS PLAN-

ling anew to sail across the
Atlantic by kite propulsion, maybe under quad-line control. He is
still "trying to grow a boat. It will
be somethingweird." But of course.

,

UR STRANGEST-FOOD-AT'A-Kite-Event Award for 1993
goes, hands down, to the Warrnambool Kite Festival in Australia,
featuring Koori culture, crafts,
boomerangs and cooking. Dishes
included crocodile sausage, kangaroo steak, emu rissoles and eel cutlets. M-m-m good! True story by
Beth Matthews in the Australian
Kite Association's "02 News."
I

-
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Kitemaker Tony Wolfenden,
age 57, Melbourne, Australia
Occupation:Product designer
Kite experience: 5 years
Inspiration: The books of David
Pelham and Tal Streeter, the
kites of George Peters, and
more recently Japanese graphics and the Goethe Institute's
exhibition, Art Kites
Average amount ortime spent
making a kite: Whatever I estimate, multiplied by a factor of
three
Honors: When a complete
c+-angersidles up when I'm
,ing and simply says, "Nice
kite."
Favorite flying spot Wherever the
wind is dean and there is the
n o d company of other
itemakers
!'hilosophy in kitemaking: I make
kites for me (I
don't really know
why). I do know that as a
professional designer it's very
nice not to have a client telling
me how big to make it, how
much it should cost or what
color it should be. . .
Photographers:Penelope Hunt,
Tony Wolfenden, Les O'Rourke

Fan
irect

Classifieds are limited to non-commercial and personal advertisers. Rates are $1.00 per word, $10 min
imum, payable in advance. Publisher may edit or
abbreviate for space. Send copy with payment to:
Kite Lines, P.O. Box 466, Randallstown, MD 211330466, USA.

FOR SALE

reels, and
accessories
9 Oriental
O Sportsman's
Custom
O Fine Art

#7765 PARAFLEX Stunt Kite. Was $149 when
bought new. Like new $100. Contact Les Savage, Jr.,
50 Brainard Ave., Port Monmouth, NJ 07758.
KITE PATENTS: One-line description, in list form,
of every kite-related patent issued in the U.S.A.
Information includes numbers, names and dates.
More than 600 patents, more than 30 pages.
Available for $50 from Ed Grauel, 799 Elmwood
Terrace, Rochester, NY 14620.

+
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/
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Kite Uub

I

Anywhere !

All For the
ofJust $19. 5
Receive:
*

*

I

FLY-AWAY KITE PIN 11/2x 11/2
FLY-AWAY EMBROIDERED PATCH 3%x3%
MEMBERSHIP IN THE GREATEST KITE
BllYING CLUB WITH ADDmONAL
10% OFF OUR ALRE4DY LOW PRlCES
ON EVERY77flNG YOU BUY
FLY-AWAY KITE NEWSLETTER
FLY-AWAY KITE CATALOGUE

Fly-Away Kites
1108 Maln St.

\

Belmar, NJ 07719

1-800-848-9089

,

FAX: 1-908-681-0523

I STREET ADDRESS
1
I
ICOMPLETE
FLY-AWAY

STATE

-

AND MAlLWlTH $19.95TO
CLUB. 1108 MAIN ST..BELMAR. NJ 0 7 7 1 9
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Major Brands
LOW
Factory Direct Prices!!!

Call or Write for
Our Free Catalog.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STOLEN KITES: from team shop in Spring, Texas:
One Jordan Air Pro, black with purple circle and pink
arrow, "Custom for Stacey" in gold letteringon trailing edge, also has a spider embroidered on the
nose; One Jaws Kite, with bridle changed out; One
Six-Foot Flexfoil, blue; One Stinger Pro Air, black,
white, and red, numbered between 1 and 4; One
Rev. 11, blue and yellow with hole in the meshed vent;
One Surge,solid white with teal and magenta on the
trailing edge, has custom sail and frame; One
Wizard, green and purple, asymmetrical; One
Quadrifoil 15, black, pink, and blue; either has no
serial # or has a serial # between 3717 and 3736;
Two Quadrifoil25s, black, pink, and blue; either
has no serial #or has a serial #between 3717 and
3736. If seen or found, contact or return to: Kite
Innovations, 1850 #B Holzworth, Spring, TX 77388,
tel: 713-288-5451.

1IAA

Flying Things
130 S.E.Highway 101
Lincoln City, OR 97367
(503)996-6313

MEMORIAL BOOKS: Klite Lines offers a program
to honor deceased kitefliers through donations of kite
books to libraries. Send us (1) your paid order for
the book(s), (2) the name and address of the library
to receive the gift, and (3) the name of the person
in whose memory you are making the gift. Kite
Lines will send the book with a card naming you as
the memorial contributor and the deceased kiteflier
you are honoring. (Thanks to Kathy Nixie, kiteflier
and librarian, Port Lavaca, Texas, for this idea.)

announcement to
Stunt Kite QumterZy subscribers

Grizzly Peak

By now you should have received letters with
the sad report:SKQ suspended publication in
June 1993. Kite Lines will fulfill your SKQ
subscription automatically-you have no
obligation to instruct us.
If you already have a Kite Lines subscription,
it will be extended by the number of issues
due you from SKQ. If you prefer a refund, you
may request it by writlng to Susan Batdorff,
P.O. Box 3158, Sea Bright, NJ 07760, USA.
Current SKQ subscribers who have not
received their letters or who have changed
their addressesshould write to Kite Lines,
P.O. Box 466, Randallstown, MD 21133, USA.

Awesome Prices On
The Highest Quality
Kites and Kite
Making Materials

K I T E W O R K S

/

Your Complete Kite Source
"If We Don't H a v e It, W e Can G e t It"
Call or Write for
Free Catalo

Berkeley, CA 94705
510

*
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2981

53"~26"Ek

$52.00
WITH QUALITY HANDLES & BRAIDED LINE

WITH QUALITY HANDLES & BRAIDED LINE

SENSITIVE AND SOPHISTICATED

m

AN AFFORDABLE, ALL CARBON BIG WING DELTA

READY TO FLY HANDLES & LINE
PRE-SLEEVED EXACT LENGTHS ON HANDLES, WRIST STRAPS OR FISTIES

PETER
C.S .A. OPERATIONS
PETER POWELL KITES
1099 NE. 45 STREET
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33334
E L : 305-776-5433 FAX: 305 776-5434

JAMAICA OPERATIONS (HEAD OFFICE)
PETER POWELL KITES (JAMAICA) LTD.
LUCEA,HANOVER, JAMAICA, W.I.
TEL: 809-956-2676 FAX: 809-956-2677

4

Shelf Prem~um&aided Spectra line.

Ask your dealer or write, call or fax:

High Fly Kite Co
PO Box 2146
Haddonfield NJ, USA 08033
Phone (609) 429-6260 Fax 429-0142
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